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ABSTRACT
The Ra83y Creek alkal83e-­ltramaf8c compleV co3989t9 
ma83ly of a3 ­ltramaf8c pl­to3 cr­dely c8rc­lar 83 pla3 • 
'v8ek, compo9ed pr8marly of ma*3et8te pyroVe38te, Jverm8c­- 
l8teJ pyroVe38te, a3d b8ot8te pyroVe38te arram*ed 83 a3 
83kard 9­cce998o3.
JVerm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te 89 am alterat8o3 prod­ct of
the b8ot8te pyroVe38te. The Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te ha9
am avera*e vert8cal eVte3t betkee3 1-0-200 ft., b­t m83or
amounts*of good quality "vermiculite" have been found
q a
deeper.
The hydrolo*8cal re*8me betkee3 the 833er tko pyroVe- 
38te9 89 q­8te d89t83ct8ve. The 1-0-200 ft. layer of 
Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te89 compo9ed mo9tly of keaJcly co39ol­
8dated fr8able r^ re9embl83* a 9amdy type aq­8fer. The 
ha­rder ­3altered b8ot8te pyroVe38te co3ta839 kater bear-' 
83* 9heam zo3e9, fract­re9, amd jo83t9.
Dr8ll hollL k8th83 the Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te pro­
d­ced ­p to -0 *pm kh8le mo9t hole9 e3co­3ter83* *ro­3d-
kater prod­ced IO-2- *pm. Gro­3dkater doe9 Appea­r to be
co3trolled by 8mperv8o­9 9ye38te d8ke9.
A p­mp a3d 9l­* te9t 83 the Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te 
*ave approV8mate val­e9 for tram9m8998v8ty a3d hydra­l8c 
co3d­ct8v8ty.
Weather83* of the b8ot8te pyroVe38te by *ro­3dkater9
2I hR3hYKD0D NR B0 NH0 SAJRZ AYN0Z23F MZRh0II BKN D2YKN0 
HEDZRNH0ZSAY .YK2DI may HA40 B003 Z0IMR3I2BY0 .RZ A 
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The Jverm8c­l8ttf’ depo98t 3ear L8bby, Mo3ta3a 89 the 
lar*e9t k3ok3 83 the korld a3d co3ta839 ma3y atyp8cal *eo­
lo*8cal feat­re9. The depo98t ha9 rece8ved co398derable 
*eolo*8cal, petrolo*8cal, a3d *eochem8cal atte3t8o3 983ce 
8t9 d89covery b­t the hydrolo*8cal re*8me ha9 bee3 v8rt­ally 
8*3ored. Th89 89 8ro38c beca­9e ma3y co398der Jverm8c­l8teJ 
*e3e989 to be 83t8mately related to the c8rc­lat8o3 of 
*ro­3dkater/
Th89 89 a *eohydrolo*8cal the989 9t­dy of the ­ltra- 
maf8c a3d alkal83e rock9 compr8983* the Ra83y Creek I*3eo­9 
CompleV. Beca­9e the hydrolo*8cal propert8e9 of the9e rock9 
are ­3k3ok3 amd 983ce 9­rface a3d *ro­3dkater9 are co398d­
ered to have played a major role 83 the ore *e3e989, a
j
*ro­3dkater a3d 9­rface kater 9t­dy ka9 ­3dertake3.
If the pr8mary mecha389m of alterat8o3 ka9 the free • 
c8rc­lat8o3 of *ro­3dkater the3 8t 89 e99e3t8al to k3ok9 
the ab8l8ty of kater to m8*rate thro­*h the rock, the rock 
type affected, fl­8d chem89try, depth of acce998b8l8ty or 
alterat8o3, e­8d the correlat8o3 of eVper8me3tal laboratory 
data k8th f8eld data.
Therefore, the p­rpo9e of th89 the989 9t­dy 89 to 
de9cr8be the *eohydrolo*y of the Ra83y Creek area a3d . 8
to propo9e a3 or8*83 for the ore m83eral Jverm8c­l8teJ. 
Hydrolo*8cal q­e9t8o39 have bee3 foc­9ed o3 the L8bby 
depo98t beca­9e of 8t9 ­3­9­al vert8cal eVte3t a3d 8t 
89 hoped by the kr8ter that th89 the989 m8*ht 9hed 9ome 
l8*ht o3 the9e q­e9t8o39 amd promote f­rther ­3der9ta3d­
83* of Jverm8c­l8teJ depo98t9 83 *e3eral.
Method a3d Eq­8pme3t
Work 83 the a­rea ka9 co3d­cted d­r83* the 9­mmer 
mo3th9 of 1981 a3d 83 Ja3­ary of 1982. Laboratory te9t9 
kere made d­r83* Fall (1981) a3d Spr83* (1982) 9eme9ter9. 
The kr8ter al9o be3ef8ted from 9­mmer employme3t 83 1981. 
Eq­8pme3t a3d proced­re9 for the 9t­dy a­re the follok83*!
Ope3 9ta3dp8pe9 - o3e-83ch I.D. PVC Sch. 40 p8pe 
ka9 ­9ed for the fo­r ope3 9ta­8dp8pe9. The 9ta3dp8pe9 
kere perforated 10 feet at the bottom k8th l/4 a­8d l/8 
83ch hole9 to ad.lok acce99 of *ro­3dkater. The 9ta3d- 
p8pe9 kere backf8lled k8th dr8ll c­tt83*9 a3d kere 9ealed 
k8th be3to38te to 9ect8o3 off the zo3e be83* mea9­red.
P­mp83* kall - fo­r-83ch I.D. PVC Sch. 40 ca983* 
ka9 ­9ed for the p­mp83* kell. The bottom 10 feet 
kere perforated k8th l/8 amd l/4 83ch hole9y amd 9omekhat 
*ravel packed.
P­mp teat eq­8pme3t - for the p­mp te9t a 3/4 Hp. 
Teel p­mp ka9 ­9ed. The p­mp ka9 pokered by a -000 KW 
O3am portable *e3erator. Black pla9t8c p8pe ka9 ­9ed
rrrr-
j
to d89char*e the p88mped kater. The p­mped kater ka9 d8rected 
akay form the p­mp83* area to a99­re 3o rechar*e k8th83 the 
rad8­9 of 83fl­e3ce.
Sl­* te9t kater - the kater 9­pply for the 9l­* te9t 
ka9 prov8ded by a 1200 *allo3 kater tr­ck.
aam3lftH - kater 9ample9 kere collected by the 
kr8ter a3d al9o by Mo3ta3a E3v8ro3me3tal Laboratory. Sam­
ple9 collected by the kr8ter kere t98ke3 k8th a homemade 
ke8*hted a3d 9ealed pla9t8c ba8ler. Sample9 kere placed 83 
2-0 ml clea3 pla9t8c bottle9 emd kere pre9erved k8th - drop9 
of 10J{ J8ydrochlor8c or - drop9 of 10^ 38tr8c ac8d.
Sca3383* electro3 m8cro9cope - a 9ca3383* electro3 
m8cro9cope ka9 ­9ed for the q­al8tat8ve platy m83eral 9t­d­
8e9. The m8cro9cope ­9ed ka9 am I3ter3at8o3al Sc8e3t8f8c 
I39tr­me3t9 S­per III, 83terfaced k8th a Pr83qeto3 *9­3ma 
tech P.G.T. 1000 e3er*y d89per98ve X-ra8y detector acc­rate
to O.1-C. Sa­3ple9 kere placed o3 copper tape a3d covered 
,0
by a - A layer of *old.
Gro­3dkater amd khole rock a3aly9e9 - the *ro­3dkater 
(collected from hole9 13!• 130, 96 amd ) amd khole rock 
amaly9 9 kere made by a commerc8al laboratory 83 Re3o, 
Ba­rr83*er Re9o­rce9 I3c. The khole rock ama8ly989 kere 
made by total ac8d d8*e9t8o3 amd l8th8­m metaborate f­98o3 




Pr«t>arat8o3 of 9ample9 for khole rock a3alva89 a3d 
9ca3383* electro3 m8cro9cope kork - 9ample9 kere pre­
pared by ha3d p8ck83* 200-300 ra3dom *ra839 83d8v8d­ally 
­3der a b83oc­la­r m8cro9cope or by the ­3a8ded eye. The 
*ra839 kere dry *ro­3d 83 a cr­c8ble to a 200 me9h 98ze 
to a99­re repre9e3tab8l8ty of 9ample.
Prev8o­9 Related Work 83 the Ra83v Creek Area
Tko early 83ve9t8*at8o39 of the Ra83y Creek CompleV 
kere by J. T. Pardee 9md E. S. Lar9e3. Both v898ted the 
area 9evert^l t8me9 betkee3 1911 a3d 1927* Pardee a3d Lar9e3 
(1929) de9cr8bed the *e3eral *eolp*y of the 83tr­98o3 a3d 
the 9­rro­3d83* Belt Ser8e9. The8r paper 83cl­ded a thor­
o­*h d89c­998o3 o3 Jverm8c­l8teJ a3d al9o a 9ect8o3 o3 
metall8fero­9 m83eral9 83 the £­:ea. Gr­3er (193^) performed 
V-ray 9t­d8e9 o3 tkelve 9pec8me39 ­3der vary83* temperat­re9. 
He co3cl­ded verm8c­l8te eV89t9 a9 a d89t83ct m83eral a3d 
­9ed the 3ame Jhydrob8ot8teJ khe3 de9cr8b83* a molec­lar 
83ter9trat8f8cat8o3 of b8ot8te a3d verm8c­l8te. I3 th89 
the989, the term Jverm8c­l8teJ k8ll be ­9ed khere there 89 
3o d89t83ct8o3 made betkee3 the m83eral9 v9rm8c­l8te a­8d 
hydrob8ot8te. Bar9had (19^8) replaced 3at­rally a3d ­3­
3at­rally occ­r83* 8o39 83 b8ot8te a3d verm8c­l8te. He 
a3alyzed prod­ct9 by V-ray, d8ffere3t8al, thermal a3aly989, 
a3d kater lo99 a3d co3cl­ded that the k83d of eVcha3*eable 
8o3 determ83e9 the de*ree of eVpa398o3 of the lat8ce, the
r
W’'
de*ree of hydrat8o3, a3d the 3at­re of the d8ffere3t8al 
thermal c­rve9. Ba99ett'9 (19-9) 8o3 eVcha3*e eVper8me3t9 
added to the hydrothermal 9t­d8e9 of Roy a3d Romo (19-7)«
D­e to the ­39tab8l8ty of verm8c­l8te ­3der hydrothermal 
co3d8t8o39, Ba99ett co3cl­ded hydrob8ot8te a3d verm8c­l8te 
kere formed by 9­per*e3e proce99e9. Boettcher (1963-67) de­
9cr8bed the *eolo*y a3d petrolo*y of the Ra83y Creek 
I*3eo­9 CompleV. He al9o co3t83­ed the kork of Roy a3d 
Romo (19-7), Bar9had (19^8), Ba99ett (19-9) a3d Weaver 
(19-8) a3d propo9ed a keather83* or8*83 for the verm8c­­
l8te a3d te3j8at8vely co3cl­ded that the hydrob8ot8te 
repre9e3t9 the atta83me3t of homo*e3o­9 eq­8l8br8­m fr(^m 
hot d8l­te 9ol­t8o39. Other 83ve9t8*at8o39 of the area 
83cl­de Lar9e3 a3d H­3t (I9l3)t Gora39o3 (1927)* K­jaka 
(19^2), Perry (19^8), Lar9e3, Fletcher, a3d C893ey (19-2), 
Alde3 (19-3)t Joh39 (I960), Beer (I960), a3d Weeke9 (1981).
Geo*raphy
The Ra83y Creek I*3eo­9 CompleV l8e9 83 the ce3tral 
port8o3 of T 31 N, R 30 W, 83 L83col3 Co­3ty, Mo3ta3a 
(F8*­re9 1 a3d 2). The lar*e9t .tok39 83 the v8c838ty 9­re 
L8bby, 9eve3 m8le9 to the 9o­thke9t amd Kal89pell, 90 m8le9 
to the 9o­thea9t. The pop­lat8o39 of L8bby a3d Kal89pell 
are approV8mately 8,000 a3d -6,000, re9pect8vely. The 9t­dy 
area 89 acce998ble from L8bby alo3* H8*hkay 37 a3d a paved 
acce99 road.
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The terra83 89 mo­3ta83o­9 k8th de39e fore9t9 a3d 9teep 
9lope9. The major mo­3ta83 ra3*e9 are the Cab83et9 to the 
9o­thke9t a3d Pa­rcell9 to the 3orthea9t. The h8*he9t 
peak9 83 the v8c838ty reach alt8t­de9 of 7-00 to 9000 feet 
(Joh39, 1970).
The major kater9hed 83 the 9t­dy area 89 the Ra83y 
Creek-Ba983 kh8ch dra839 83to the Koote3a8 R8ver approV8­
mately tko m8le9 to the 9o­th. The elevat8o3 at the mo­th 
of Ra83y Creek 89 2000 ft. a3d the h8*he9t elevat8o3 83 the 
m83e area 89 4234 ft..
Mea3 e833­al prec8p8tat8o3 89 approV8mately 10.47 83che9
t
k8th the mea3 kette9t, mo3th be83* December. The mea3 
9ea9o3al 93okfall 89 abo­t -- 83che9 k8th the 93okmelt 
be*83383* aro­3d March. Mea3 a33­al temperat­re 89 4-.1°P 
k8th the mea3 lok occ­rr83* 83 Ja3­ary at 22°P a3d the mea3 
h8*h 83 J­ly at 67.-°F.
The U. S. Fore9t Serv8ce, St. Re*89 l­mber operat8o39, 
the ASARCO M83e a3d the W. R. Grace Jverm8c­l8teJ m83e are 
the fo­r b8**e9t 83d­9tr8e9 83 the re*8o3. Recreat8o3al 
fac8l8t8e9 83cl­de 3at8o3al park9, lake9, ani 9k883* 9­rea9.
W
H89tory of M8383* 83 the Area q
"Vermiculite" was not discovered in the Rainy Creek 
area until 1915- Prior to 1915 exploration interests in 
the surea were confined to quartz veins in the search for 




the t8me, d89covered ab3ormal co3ce3trat8o39 of va3ad8­m
83 rock 9pec8me39 collected. The h8*h co3ce3trat8o39 of
vamad8­m kere eval­ated 83 *reater deta8l khe3 the dema3d
for 9teel harde383* metal9 83crea9ed d­r83* the f8r9t
korld kar. Wh8le 9earch83* a 9mall t­33el for va­8ad8­m
m83eral8zat8o3, E. N. Alle3 of L8bby acc8de3tly d89covered
a platy-l8ke m83eral that eVfol8ated khe3 heated by h89
ca3dle flame. Th89 m83eral ka9 fo­3d to be Jverm8c­l8teJ
EU8d he a3d other9 9oo3 83corporated to become the Zo3ol8te
Co.. Prod­ct8o3 of the ore body ka9 838t8ated 83 192-
b­t o3ly 7-0 to39 of Jverm8c­l8teJ had bee3 marketed by 
q
1929. The Jverm8c­ltteJ depo98t ka9 al9o be83* korked 
by compa38e9 9­ch a9 U38ver9al I39­lat8o3, M8cal8te Compa3y, t 
a3d Verm8c­l8te a3d A9be9to9 Compa3y. I3 1929 the Zo3ol8te 
Co. a3d U38ver9al I39­lat8o3 mer*ed to form the U38ver9al 
Zo3ol8te I39­lat8o3 Compa3y kh8ch ka9 the3 the 9ole pro­
d­cer of Jverm8c­l8teJ 83 the e­rea. I3 19^8 the 3ame kak 
cha3*ed to the Zo3ol8te Compa3y a3d 83 1964 became the 
Zo3ol8te D8v898o3 of W. R. Grace A Co.. W. R. Grace 89 a 
lar*e U. S. f8rm kho9e Jverm8c­l8teJ 83tere9t9 at L8bby, 
Mo3ta3a a3d So­th Carol83a make ­p o3ly a 9mldl part of 
the8r reve3­e. The m83e 89 c­rre3tly r­3 ­3der the Co39tr­c­





The Ra83y Creek ­ltramaf8c compleV 83tr­ded meta- . 
9ed8me3tary ela9t8c9 a3d carbo3ate9 of the Belt Ser8e9 
(Joh39, 1970). The late Prec28mbr8a3 9ed8me3t9 have ­3der­
*o3e lok *rade re*8o3al metamorph89m of the *ree39ch89t 
fac8e9. The th8ck3e99 of the belt 9er8e9 ca33ot be deter­
m83ed 983ce the bottommo9t 9trat­m 89 3ot eVpo9ed a3d the 
top 89 £­8 ero98o3al 9­rface. Hokever, 83 the ke9ter3 part• 
of L83col3 Co­3ty the rock9 have bee3 e9t8mated to be 83 
eVce99 of 39,000 ft.(J8ch39, 1970). The belt 9er8e9 ha9 
'bee3 d8v8ded 83to the follok83* ­38t98 (Joh39, 1970)
L8bby Format8o3 - *rey a3d *ree3 ar*8ll8te9, 9er8c8t8c 
ar*8ll8te9, calcareo­9 ar*8ll8te9, 9a3d9to3e, m83or 9hale 
9md l8me9to3e. 7600 ft. th8ck.
Str8ped Peak Format8o3 - th83 bedded ferr­*83o­9 a3d 
9er8c8t8c dark red-p­rpl89h 9a3d9to3e a3d q­art98te. 4-00 ft. 
th8ck.
Wallace Format8o3 - *ree3, *rey calcareo­9 a3d 9a3dy 
ar*8ll8te, co3ta8383* dark a3d l8*ht colored lam83ae, 
q­artz8te 9­8d 9a3d9to3e 83terbedded k8th ar*8ll8te. L8me­
9to3e a3d dolom8te 9hok molar tooth 9tr­ct­re 83 m8ddle 
Wallace 9trat­m. 1-,000 + ft. th8ck.
Ravall8 Gro­p - med8­m *rey, bl­89h *rey, *md kh8te
q­artz8te9, a3d ^­artz8t8c ar*8ll8te9. Va­r8able amo­3t9
q
of ma*3et8te d89tr8b­ted thro­*ho­t. B8ot8te a3d pyr8te
i
al9o pre9e3t. 7070 ft. th8ck.
Pr8chard Format8o3 - *rey, brok3, bl­e-*ree3, *ree3- 
brok3 a­r*8ll8te98 9par9e 9a3dy hor8zo39 a3d q­artz8te bed9 
are pre9e3t. F83e b8ot8te a3d 9par9e pyr8te occ­r thro­*h­
o­t. A d89t83ct8ve ba3d83* occ­r9 83 the ­pper bed9, the 
format8o3 89 med8­m a3d th8ck bedded thro­*ho­t. 9700 ft. 
th8ck.
Str­ct­re
The belt 9er8e9 83 the v8c838ty of ka83y Creek ha9 
bee3 folded a3d fa­lted 83 a 3orth-3orthke9terly d8rect8o3. 
There 89 a major fa­lt a3d major fold k8th83 the 9t­dy area. 
The fold 89 a broadly pl­3*83* a9ymmetr8c 9y3cl83e k8th l8mb9 
d8pp83* ea9t a­8d ke9t, parallel to the 9tr8ke of the Wallace 
a3d Str8ped Peak format8o39. The fa­lt 89 poorly eVpo9ed 
3ear Car3ey Creek a3d 89 a h8*h a3*le rever9e fa­lt k8th 
relat8ve moveme3t dok3 o3 the ke9t 98de. The Ra83y Creek 
83tr­98o3 doe9 3ot appe9­* to be *e3et8cally related to the 
fa­lt9 or fold9 (Boettcher, 1966).
GEOLOGY OF THE RAINY CREEK INTRUSIVE
The Ra83y Creek I*3eo­9 CompleV 89 the lar*e9t of 8t9
k83d 83 the re*8o3. A3 ­ltrama8f8c pl­to3 cr­dely c8rc­lar 83
pla3 v8ek compr89e9 the major8ty of the compleV
(9ee f8*­re 3). EVpo9ed 83 the ce3ter of the pl­to3 89
b8ot8te pyrojje38te 9­rro­3ded by Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te
that co3ta839 the ore m83eral Jverm8c­l8teJ (9ee f8*­re 4).
The Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te 89 a3 aaterat8o3 prod­ct of
the b8ot8te pyroVe38te. S­rro­3d83* mo9t of the9e 833er
pyroVe38te9 89 a lar*e body of ma*3et8te pyroVe38te that
form9 d8ke9 k8th83 theJverm8c­l8teJ a3d b8ot8te pyroVe38te9.
q
A lar*e alkal8 9ye38tk body l8e9 alo3* the 9o­thke9t 98de 
' of the compleV amd eVte3d9 a9 vert8cal d8ke9 83to the b8ot8te 
pyroVe38te. A 9mall body of 3ephel83e 9ye38te l8e9 abo­t 
-00 ft. 9o­thke9t of the lar*e 9ye38te body (Boettcher, 1966). 
Ma3y d8ke9 of all 98ze9, 83cl­d83* ma*3et8te pyroVe38te, 
alkal8 9ye38te, trachyte-pho3ol8te cla39, alkal83e pe*mat8te9, 
alkal8 *ra38te, a3d late 9ta*e q­artz a3d caJ-c8te ve839 c­t 
all of the earl8er rock9. Hydrothermal act8v8ty ha9 altered 
the pyroVe3e to tremol8te, hor3ble3de, a­8d po998bly b8ot8te. 
Glac8al depo98t9, lac­9tr83e 9ed8me3t9, a­8d Slope debr89 are 
fo­3d cover83* mo9t of the rock9 khere m8383* ha9 3ot removed 
them.
Prom f8eld relat8o39h8p9 the a*e of the Ra83y Creek 
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Figure 4. Map showing exposed biotite pyroxenite.
to pre-Ple89toce3e. Hokever rad8ometr8c dat83* of fre9h b8o- 
t8te from the b8ot8te pyroVe38te ha9 *8ve3 a3 a*e of 
104 m8ll8o3 (-3) year9 th­9 mak83* the Ra83y Creek CompleV 
pre-Laram8de 83 a*e (U.S.G.S.1982).
R8ot8te PvroVe38te
The b8ot8te pyroVe38te 89 eVpo9ed alo3* the cre9t of 
Verm8c­l8te Mo­3ta83 a3d al9o at loker elevat8o39 khere 
m8383* ha9 removed the Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te ore body.
At pre9e3t th89 b8ot8te pyroVe38te cover9 approV8mately .-, 
9q­are m8le9 a3d k8ll 83crea9e a9 m8383* co3t83­e9. Beca­9e 
of the 3at­re of altec*8t8o3, the b8ot8te pyroVe38te-Jverm8c- 
'Ul8teJ pyroVe38te co3tact 89 fa8rly co39ta3t k8th depth a3d 
reflect9 the 9lope of the la3d 9­rface before m8383* be*a3.
The m83er9Ll co3te3t of the b8ot8te 89 h8*hly var8able. 
Some o­tcrop9 co3ta83 almo9t p­re b8ot8te k8th feld9par 
mak83* ­p mo9t of the rema83der kh8le 83 other area9 almo9t 
p­re pyroVe3e 89 3ot ­3commo3. Rece3t deep dr8ll83* 83 tj^ 
b8ot8te pyroVe38te 9hok9 th89 relat8o39h8p to be tr­e at 
depth. Tremol8te al9o occ­r9 b­t 89 3ot 3early a9 co39p8c­
­o­9 a9 that fo­3d 83 the Jverm8c­l8teJ pyrojk38te d89c­99ed 
83 the 3eVt 9ect8o3.
Prev8o­9 9t­d8e9 of the Ra83y Creek 83tr­98ve referred to 
th89 b8ot8te pyroVe38te zo3e a9 Jb8ot8t8teJ co3989t83* of 
coar9e *ra83ed b8ot8te k8th m83or feld9par a3d calc8te. The 




a9 9tated above aj8d 89 referr83* to th89 rock type a9 Jb8ot8te 
pyroVe38teJ co3989te3t k8th the term83olo*y c­rre3tly ­9ed by 
the W. R. Grace m8383* 9taff. The d89crepa3cy may be part­
8ally attr8b­ted to l8m8ted eVpo9­re9 ava8lable for the' 
prev8o­9 9t­d8e9.
The b8ot8te pyroVe38te ha9 a h8*hly var8able *ra83 98ze, 
a3d 89 hard, ­3l8ke the 9­rro­3d83* fr8able ore body. Th89 
b8ot8te pyroVe38te ka9 protected from the alterat8o3 mech­
a389m re9po398ble for the co3ver98o3 of b8ot8te to Jverm8c­- 
l8teJ 83 the 9­rro­3d83* pyroVe38te. A deta8led d89c­998o3
a9 to khy the b8ot8te ka9 3ot altered 89 *8ve3 83 the la9t 
q
9ect8o3 of the the98S^
**Verm8c­l8te** PyroVe38te
The Jverm8c­l8te** pyroVe38te body cover9 '2.- 9q­are 
m8le9 a3d co3ta839 the eco3om8c depo98t9 of Jverm8c­l8teJ 
pre9e3tly be83* m83ed. The avera*e vert8cal eVte3t of the 
Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te 89 betkee3 1-0-200 ft. k8th the 
Jverm8c­l8teJ the3 *rad83* over a 3arrok zo3e 83to b8ot8te.
Mo9t of the Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te 89 fr8able, 
fract­red, ea98ly dr8lled a3d can be cr­9hed 83to 83d8v8d­al 
*ra839 k8th83 the ha3d, 9ome porphyr8t8c pyroVe38te al9o 
eV89t9. The poro98ty a3d permeab8l8ty ko­ld appear to be 
a9 h8*h a9 that of a keakly co39ol8dated 9a3d9to3e.
D8op98de, Jverm8c­l8teJ,tremol8te, acce99ory apat8te, 
a3d trace b8ot8te make ­p mo9t of the Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te.
'■k
d
M83eral proport8o39 are var8able, part8c­larly 83 a lateral 
d8rect8o3, b­t o3 the avera*e, d8op98de 89 the dom83a3t m83eral. 
The avera*e co3te3t of Jverm8c­l8teJ 89 approV8mately 12 
perce3t by ke8*ht o3 a +65 me9h ba989. Tremol8te 89 d899em­
83ated 83 lok co3ce3trat8o39 thro­*ho­t the pyroVe38te body.
The tremol8te occ­r9 83 h8*her co3ce3trat8o39 a9 co39p8c­o­9 
l8*ht colored tab­lar ma99e9 a3d a9 ve839 a3d 9tr83*er9.
Apat8te at the Ra83y Creek CompleV 89 a99oc8ated k8th the 
Jverm8c­l8teJ. Th89 a99oc8at8o3 89 3ot l8m8ted to th89 area 
a3d ha9 bee3 reported at other Jverm8c­l8teJ depo98t9.
U3altered b8ot8te 89 o3ly fo­3d 83 9mall co3ce3trat8o39 k8th­
83 the Jverm8c­l8teJ^yroVe38te. Boettcher (1966) reported 
the opt8cal propert8e9 of the ­3altered b8ot8te 83 the Jver­
m8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te to be the 9ame a9 83 the b8ot8te 
pyroVe38te (Table 1). Irre*­larly 9haped pyroVe38te bod8e9 
or block9 are fo­3d k8th83 the ma83 Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te. 
The9e bod8e9 co­ld po998bly be related to the broke3 3at­re 
of the re9t of the Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te. Boettcher (1966) 
ha9 9­**e9ted the tab­lar or 8rre*­larly 9haped bod8e9 re9­lt 
from late 9­r*e9 of volat8le r8ch ma*ma.
Ma*3et8te PyroVe38te
Ma*3et8te pyroVe38te e3clo9e9 tha Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroV­
e38te amd b8ot8te pyroVe38te a3d border9 the Belt Ser8e9, 
eVcept khere 8t 89 tr­3cated by the I9­r*e alkal8 9ye38te 
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tha3 a3y other ­ltr9­3af8c body 83 the area. Boettcher (1966) 
bel8eve9 the ma*3et8te pyroVe38te ka9 emplaced a9 a lar*e 
r83* d8ke 83to a keak zo3e 9­rro­3d83* the earl8er 83tr­98o39. 
Ve839 of ma*3et8te pyroVe38te have 83ter9ected the earl8er 
rock9 all the kay to the b8ot8te pyroVe38te core. The 
ma*3et8te pyroVe38te 89 le99 re989ta3t tha3 the Jverm8c­l8teJ 
pyroVe38te a3d 89 re9po398ble for the domal 9hape of Verm8c­­
l8te Mo­3ta83 a3d 9­rro­3d83* creek9 83 the ma*3et8te pyroV­
e38te zo3e.
The m83eral9 83 the ma*3et8te pyroVe38te are f83er 
*ra83ed thap the prev8o­9 83tr­98o39 a3d are compr89ed ch8ef­
ly of a­*8te a3d ma*rTet8te k8th Jverm8c­l8teJ, b8ot8te, *ar3et, 
a3d 9phe3e mak83* ­p the acce99ory m83eral9. L8m8ted 
ev8de3ce 83 a deep hole dr8lled d­r83* the 9­mmer of 1981 
9­**e9t9 b8ot8te alterat8o3 to Jverm8c­l8teJ 89 98m8le­r to 
that 83 the Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te k8th b8ot8te 3ot e3­
co­3tered ­3t8l abo­t 1-0 feet. Th89 rece3t deep dr8ll83* 
k8th83 the ma*3et8te-pyroVe38te zo3e al9o 83d8cated that 
very m83or amo­3t9 of *ood q­al8ty Jverm8c­l8teJ eV89ted 
belok 1-0 feet. ^
The co3tact betkee3 the ma*3et8te pyroVe38te a3d the 
belt 9er8e9 89 3ot ea9y to d89t83*­89h. Boettcher (1966) 
report9 the co3tact occ­r9 khere there 89 a 9lope 83crea9e, 
a cha3*e 83 ve*etat8o3, or 9eep9. A fe38t8zat8o3 zo3e approV­
8mately 2-0-3-0 feet k8de occ­r9 at th89 co3tact form83* 
m83eral9 9­ch,a9 ae*8r83e, a­*8te, a3d 9od8c act83ol8te.
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thro­*ho­t the m83e 9­rea.
Geolo*8c Evol­t8o3 of the I*3eo­9 CompleV
The follok83* 9­mmar8ze9 the *eolo*8c evol­t8o3 propo9ed
by Boettcher (1966). The Ra83y Creek alkal83e-­ltramaf8c
CompleV 89 a compo98te of 9­cce998ve 8*3eo­9 83tr­98o39
emplaced 83to the Precambr8a3 meta9ed8me3tary rock9 of the
Belt Ser8e9, probably 83 m8ddle Cretaceo­9 t8me. F8r9t to
be emplaced ka9 the c8rc­lar 9haped body of b8ot8te pyroVe38te
co398dered to have formed from the acc­mm­lat8o3 of alkal89
a3d volat8le9 at the roof of the pyroVe38te pl­to3. NeVt,
q
ma*3et8te pyroVe38te .83tr­ded a zo3e of keak3e99, probably a9 
a r83* d8ke betkee3 the b8ot8te pyroVe38te a3d the belt 9er8e9. 
D8ke9 of ma*3et8te pyroVe38te tra39ect the 833er pyroVe38te.
The ­ltramaf8c rock9 are tho­*ht to be prod­ct9 of fract­
8o3al cry9tall8zat8o3 of a commo3 pare3t ma*j3a. After the 
emplaceme3t of the ­ltramaf8c rock9 a lar*e body of 9ye38te 
83tr­ded the 9o­thke9ter3 part of the ­ltramaf8c pl­to3 eV­
te3d83* all the kay to the 833er pyroVe38te. The la9t 9eq­e3ce 
83volved the 83tr­98o3 of 3­mero­9 d8ke9 a83d ve839 83cl­d83* 
alkal83e d8ke9, pho3ol8te d8ke9, trachyte d8ke9 a3d q­artz 
a3d calc8te ve839. A99oc8ated hydrothermal act8v8ty altered 
adjace3t pyroVe3e to f8bro­9 tremol8te.
HYDROLOGY
S­rface Water
The major kater9hed 3ear the m83e 89 the Ra83y Creek 
dra83a*e ba983. Ra83y Creek 89 a tr8b­tary of the Koote3a8 
R8ver kh8ch form9 part of the ­pper Col­mb8a R8ver dra83a*e 
9y9tem (Joh39, 1970). There are fek 9­rface kater bod8e9 . 
83 the Ra83y Creek dra83a*e 9y9tem. A ta8l83*9 po3d, fre9h 
kater po3d, a3d a rero­te po3d kere co39tr­cted a9 part of 
‘ the clo9ed kater 9y9tem to the m8ll. I3 add8t8o3 there 
are a fek 9pr83*9 9cattered thro­*ho­t the 9t­dy area.
Ra83y Creek flok9 83 a 9o­therly d8rect8o3 ­3t8l 8t 
reache9 the Koote3a8 R8ver 3ear the Jverm8c­l8teJ 9cree3­
83* pla3t. The elevat8o3 of Ra83y Creek var8e9 from 208Q 
feet at 8t9 j­3ct8o3 k8th the Koote3a8 R8ver to -000 feet 
at 8t9 headkater9 betkee3 Bl­e Mo­3ta83 a3d the 3orth fork 
of Jack9o3 Creek. Mo­3ta83 9lope9 ram*e from -200 to 3200 
feet. Valley9 a3d *or*e9 are approV8mately 1000 feet k8de.
The area dra83ed 89 17>8 9q­are m8le9 a3d ha9 prev8o­9ly 








Upper Ra83y Creek 
Ce3tral Ra83y Creek 




-*9 9q­are m8le9 
-.6 9q­are m8le9 
.3 9q­are m8le9 
3.8 9q­are m8le9 
2.2 9q­are m8le9
Total Ra83y Creek Dra83a*e =17.8 9q­are m8le9
The o3ly 9treamflok record9 fo­3d by the kr8ter 83 the
Ra83y Creek dra83a*e 9y9tem are reported by Bovay E3*83eer9
(1971). The record9 are from a *a­*83* 9tat8o3 r­3 by the
U. S. Fore9t Serv8ce located 83 the 3orthke9t q­arter of
the 3orthke9t q­arter of 9ect8o3 22, tok39h8p 31 3orth,
q
ra3*e 30 ke9t (the Fore9t Serv8ce c­rre3tly ha9 3o record 
of the9e flok rate9, oral comm­38cat8o3). The record9 
kere kept from Apr8l 10, 1964 to J­3e 21, 1968. The re­
cord9 9hok a maV8m­m flok of 7372 *p3 o3 J­3e'16, 196- a3d 
a m838m­m flok of 404.6 *pm. Bovay E3*83eer9 (1971) 
report that the Fore9t Serv8ce d8d 3ot *­a­ra3tee the acc­
­racy of the9e mea9­reme3t9. Mea9­reme3t9 by per9o39 kork­
83* 83 the area *8ve a maV8m­m val­e of 7OOO *p3 a3d a 
m838m­m val­e of 2- *pm at the j­3ct8o3 of Fleetkood a3d 
Ra83y Creek9 (Bovay E3*83eer9, 1971)*
Bovay E3*83eer9 (1971) comp­ted the theoret8cal maV­
8m­m vol­metr8c flok rate9 to be eVpected 83 the Ra83y Creek 




khere c » coeff8c8e3t of r­3off » 0.1 j R » ra83fall 83te3­
98ty ■ 0.8 I S * 9lope I a3d M » dra83a*e area 83 9q­are 
m8le9.
The re9­lt9 of the a3aly989 are 9hok3 83 Table 2. The9e 
calc­lated flok rate9, ba9ed o3 a f8fty year 9torm, are a9 
h8*h a9 404,100 *pm kh8ch are m­ch h8*her tha3 a3y k3ok3 
flood9 83 the area. Bovay E3*83eer9 (1971) eVpla83ed th89 
d89crepa3cy by 9tat83* that kater probably 83f8ltrate9 ra­
ther q­8ckly 83to the 9­b9­rface. The 9­rface layer 83 the 
valley of the Ra83y Creek Ba983 89 a3 avera*e of f8ve feet 
th8ck a3d 89 compo9ed of 9oft a3d keak 98lty all­v8al mater­
8al. U3derly83* th8^ top layer are f83e to coa­r9e *ra83ed 
*ravel9 that are 20 to 2- feet th8ck a3d 9erve a9 a3 aq­8fer. 
Te9t hole9 83 th89 area q­8ckly f8lled ­p k8th kater to k8th­
83 tko feet of the 9­rface. It ka9 3ot 9tated khether the 
te9t9 folloked a ra83 or 3ot. Gravel9 a3d h8*hly permeable 
pocket9 kere e3co­3tered 83 the co39tr­ct8o3 of the ta8l83*9 
dam 83 ce3tral Ra83y Creek that karra3ted 9­ppleme3tal dam 
de98*3 co398derat8o3. The 9lope9 above the valley are cover­
ed k8th a3 or*a38c debr89 layer ­3derla83 by 9lope debr89 
a3d *lac8al depo98t9.
Beda­9e the theoret8cal val­e9 kere 9o m­ch h8*her tha3 
‘k3ok3 val­e9 Bovay E3*83eer9 (1971) plotted a *raph of maV­
8m­m flok rate ver9­9 dra83a*e a­rea for other dra83a*e ba9­
839 83 the area. They kere able to co39tr­ct a c­rve 








^ UPPER RAINY CREEK
MAX. 24- C.F.S.°
NOTES 1
1. - MAXIMUM FIGURES ARE
FOR -0 YEAR 
1 HOUR STORM.





TOTAL MAX. -3- C.F.S. 




TOTAL MAX. -69 C.F.S. CENTRAL RAINY CREEK
+
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KOOTENAI RIVER
q
MAX. 200 C.F.S. /
^-'!ji ax_ 900 C.F.S. 
mA8m8N ~-2 TT. P .117
Table 2. Ra83y Creek Dra83a*e Ba983
Schemat8c flok9 theoret8cal.
. (Bovay E3*83eer9, 1971)
F
.RZ NH0 CA23E UZ00k fZA23AF0 ▼AI23 KI23F A3 AZ0A R. k«z8 
IoKAZ0 S2Y0I l'2F22Z0 ”W*
pH0 ABR40 4AYK0I ■0Z0 R3YE mea3t NR IHR■ NH0 Z0AD0Z 
■HAN IKZ.Ah0 ■AN0Z DANA ■AI A4A2YABY0r ▼0hAKI0 3R30 R. 
NH0 ABR40 23.RZSAN2R3 2I BAI0D R3 IKBINA3h2AN0D S0AIKZ0S03NI 




GZRK3D■AN0Z 2I A N0ZS KIKAYYE Y2S2N0D NR NHAN IKBIKZ- 
q
.Ah0 ■AN0Z .RK3D B0Y-■■ NH0 ■AN0Z NABY0r O0FY0hN23F A 3AZZR■ 
IANKZAN0D 7R30 ABR40 NH0 ■AN0Z NABY0 hAYY0D NH0 hAM2YYAZE 
.Z23F0L NH0 ■AN0Z NABY0 hA3 B0 NHRKFHN R. AI NH0 BRK3DAZE 
B0N■003 NH0 K3IANKZAN0D 7R30 A3D NH0 IANKZAN0D 7R30r
pH0 SAJRZ2NE R. ■AN0Z 23 NH0 IANKZAN0D 7R30 2I .RK3D 
23 MRZRKI A3D M0ZS0ABY0 S0D2A Z0.0ZZ0v NR AI AoK2.0ZIr TS­
M0ZS0ABY0 A3D I0S2-M0ZS0ABY0 7R30I I0MAZAN23F D2..0Z03N 
AoK2.0ZI AZ0 N0ZS0D AoK2hYKD0I A3D AoK2NAZDIL Z0IM0hN240YEr
pH0 ■AN0Z RZ .YK2D 23 A3 AoK2.0Z 2I KIKAYYE DE3AS2h 23 
IMAh0 A3D t8me. pH0 AoK2.0Z RZ ■AN0Z B0AZ222F 7R30 2I MAZN
J
R. NH0 HEDZRYRF2h hEhY0 ASD NHZRKFH NH2I hEhY0 2I Z0hHAZF0D 
RZ Z0MY032IH0D .ZRS ZA23.AYY RZ I3R■S0YNr pH0 ZA23.AYY RZ 
I3R■S0YN 23.2YNZAN0I NHZRKFH NH0 K3IANKZAN0D 7R30 K3N2Y 2N 
Z0AhH0I NH0 ■AN0Z NABY0r 8AN0Z D2IhHAZF0I .ZRS NH0 AoK2.0Z 
AI BAI0.YR■ NR INZ0ASIL IMZ23FIL 04AMRZAN2R3 NHZRKFH NH0 




F8*­re -* D89char*e ver9­9 dra83a*e area for other 
dra83a*e ba9839 83 the area. (BOVAY 
ENGINEERS, 1971)
•2S
pH0 .RZh0 DZ2423F ■AN0Z NHZRKFH A MRZRKI R. .ZAhNKZ0D 
S0D2KS 2I NH0 .YK2D MRN03N2AY RZ NH0 S0hHA32hAY 030ZFE per 
K32N SAII R. .YK2Dr pH0 .YK2D MRN03N2AY hA3 B0 0PMZ0II0D 
BE NH0 ▼0Z3RKYY2 0oKAN2R32
j ! h ►id i 
*
■H0Z0 F * Ahh0Y0ZAN2R3 DK0 NR FZA42NE 2
z 6 0Y04AN2R3 ABR40 AK2 AZB2NZAZE DANKS :
V ­ 40YRh2NE J 
' A MZ0IIKZ0 ­
Pq* ANSRIMH0Z2h MZ0IIKZ0 I A3D 
’ 6 v3I2NE R. .YK2Dr
,IIKS23F NHAN NH0 .YK2D D03I2NE 2I hR3INA3N A3D NAk23F




T3 FZRK3D■AN0Z HEDZRYRFEL HEDZAKY2h H0AD lNH0 S0hHA32hAY 
030ZFE M0Z K32N ■02FHN ! jqFW 2I hRSSR3YE KI0D 23IN0AD R. 
MRN03N2AYr pHKIL NH0 ABR40 0oKAN2R3 hA3 B0 0PMZ0II0D AI 2
‘*
6 H­ 7 ?
F *F MF
t23h0 FZRK3D ■AN0Z .YR■ 40YRh2N20I AZ0 F03J2ZAYYE 40ZE YR■L 
NH0 40YRh2NE H0AD (vV *FW 2I F030ZAYYE 30FY2F2BY0 hRSMAZ0D 
NR NH0 IKS R. NH0 0Y04AN2R3 l7W A3D MZ0IIKZ0 l'qMFW H0ADIr 
pH0 0oKAN2R3 .RZ HEDZAKY2h H0AD NH03 B0hRS0I 2
'
H * 7 j V *h..
■j
khere h ■ hydra­l8c head (L) 8
h,» elevat8o3 head (L) 8 a3d 
hp= pre99­re head (L).
F8*­re 6 9hok9 the relat8o39h8p for a3 ope3 9ta3dp8pe.
Gro­3dkater flok9 from h8*h hydra­l8c head to lok 
hydra­l8c head. K3okled*e of the hydra­l8c head d89tr8b­­
t8o3 h, alo3* k8th other 83format8o3, e3able9 the calc­la­
t8o3 of Q, the vol­metr8c flok rate. Th89 ca3 be accompl89hed 
by ­t8l8z83* Darcy'9 Lak8
- , -KA(h2- h8) , •
khere K =.Jjydra­l8c co3d­ct8v8ty (l/T) 8
A » cro99-9ect8o3 area of flok (L'^) j 
h = hydra­l8c head (L) 8 a3d 
L » d89ta3ce alo3* flok l83e (L).
The hydra­l8c co3d­ct8v8ty 89 a f­3ct8o3 of the propert8e9 
of the med8­m a3d the fl­8d pa9983* thro­*h 8t. Th89 
parameter may vary 83 d8rect8o3 from a po83t a9 kell a9 
thro­*ho­t 9pace. Darcy’9 Lak kr8tte3 83 term9 of the 





The *ro­3dkater re*8me 83 the Ra83y Creek CompleV ka9
eval­ated from ob9ervat8o3, collect8o3 of kell data a3d the 
performa3ce of te9t9 83 9ha8llok amd deep hole9 dr8lled d­r83* 
the 9­mmer of 1981. For the p­rpo9e9 of the 9t­dy the 
compleV ka9 broke3 83to f8ve 9ect8o39 t St­dy Area 1,
I
Arbitrary Datum
Figure 6. Hydraulic head h, pressvire head hp, 
and elevation head h^ ^
r
St­dy Area 2, St­dy Area 3» the deep hole9, a3d the ­pper 
Car3ey Creek Area.
St­dy Area 1
St­dy Area 1 89 98t­ated 83 the 9o­th-9o­th-ea9ter3 
part of the m83e 83 the Jverm8c­l8teJ pyroVe38te a3d ma*3et­
8te pyroVe38te bod8e9 (F8*v­re ?)• The topo*raphy 9lope9 
approV8mately tkelve de*ree9 to the 9o­th 83 the 3orther3 
9ect8o3 a3d from there *rad­ally 9lope9 83 a ke9terly d8rec­
t8o3 at approV8mately f8ftee3 de*ree9. Bor83*9 ­9ed for 
the 9t­dy kere made o3 fo­r developme3t dr8ll83* road9 k8th 
alter3at83* road9 ha^t^^ o3e-h­3dred a3d tko-h­3dred foot 
9pac83*9. Th8rty-383e hole9 kere ­9ed k8th depth of bor83* 
3ot eVceed83* 17- feet. F8*v8re9 8 thro­*h 11 9hok the 
9­b9­rface 9tat8c kater level9, depth of kater e3co­3tered 
kh8le dr8ll83*, a3d the overb­rde3, verm8c­l8te pyroVe38te, 
a3d the b8ot8te pyroVe38te bod8e9.
Mo9t of the kater e3co­3tered 83 St­dy Area 1 ka9 
fo­3d 83 the 3orth ce3tra8l 9ect8o3. The topo*raphy 83 th89 . 
9ect8o3 9lope9 from a ke9terly d8rect8o3 to a 9o­therly o3e 
a3d form9 a broad depre998o3. Rechar*e to the area 89 ma83ly 
by 83f8ltrat8o3 from prec8p8tat8o3. D89char*e 89 by 9­b­
9­rface a3d overla3d flok to Car3ey Creek. The 3orthke9t 
9ect8o3 of the area had co398derably le99 kater tha3 the 
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9tat8c kater level kater level 
data.
I38t8al kater level 
d­r83* dr8ll83*
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Figure 9. Cross-section IB, showing 
water level data, (see 















F8*­re 10. Cro99-9ect8o3 1C, 9hok83* 
kater level data. (See 
F8*­re 8 for eVpla3at8o3.)
m2FKZ0 kkr UZRII-I0hN2R3 TfL IHR■23F
■AN0Z Y040Y DANAr lt00 m2F42Z0 
8 .RZ 0PMYA3AN2R3rW
r -
940ZBKZD03 NH2hk30II ■AI AYIR hR3I2D0ZABYE H2FH0Z 23 
NH0 3RZNH h03NZAY I0hN2R3 NHA3 23 NH0 RNH0Z AZ0AIr m2.NE 
.00N R. R40ZBKZD03 ■AI 3RN K3hRSSR3 23 NH2I AZ0AL A3D A 
.0■ HRY0I HAD R40ZBKZD03 23 0Ph0II R. 8’ .00Nr pH0 R402M- 
BKZD03 AMM0AZI NR B0 Y0II M0ZS0ABY0 NHA3 NH0 K3D0ZYE23F 
MEZRP032N0 IK2D .RZSI A I0S2-hR3.2323F YAE0Zr pH0 R40Z­
BKZD03 NHKI hR3.230I NH0 ■AN0Z B030ANH A3D 23hZ0AI0I the 
MRZ0 ■AN0Z MZ0IIKZ0r TN 2I NHKI hR3hYKD0D BE NH0 ■Z2N0Z 
NHAN NH0 FZRK3D■AN0Z 04AYKAN0D 23 tNKDE ,Z0A k 2I K3D0Z 
M207RS0NZ2h hR3D2N2R3Ir
VRIN R. NH0 HRY0I DZ2YY0D 23 NH0 NH2hk R40ZBKZD03 
■0Z0 02NH0Z bK3D0Z AZ-vFI2A3 hR3D2N2R3I ■H0Z0 NH0 HEDZAKY2h 
r H0AD ■AI ABR40 NH0 YA3D IKZ.Ah0 RZbHAD H2FH INAN2h ■AN0Z 
Y040YIr pH0 ■AN0Z MZRDKh0D BE NH0 N■0Y40 AZN0I2A3 HRY0I 
ka9 AMMZRP2SAN0YE k-* FMSr pH0 HRY0I .YR■0D .RZ SR3NHI 
K3N2Y NH0E 02NH0Z B0hAS0 K3INABY0 ISD hRYYAMI0D RZ ■0Z0 
hR40Z0D KM BE I3R■ A3D RBI0Z4AN2R3I ■0Z0 3R YR3F0Z SAD0rr
pH0 Z2I0 23 ■AN0Z Y040YI A.N0Z NH0 h0IIAN2R3 R. 
DZ2YY23F .RZ IRS0 R. NH0 HRY0I 2I IHR■3 23 m2FKZ0 k*r
TN ■AI AIIKS0D NHAN NH0 ■AN0Z Y040Y ■AI AN NH0 BRNNRS R. 
NH0 HRY0 ■H03 DZ2YY23F ■AI INRMM0Dr 8AN0Z Y040YI ■0Z0 
S0AIKZ0D AI IRR3 AI MRII2BY0 ■H03 AYY NH0 DZ2YY IN0SI 
■0Z0 MKYY0D RKN R. NH0 HRY0r T3 AYY NH0I0 MYRNI NH0 Z2I0 
23 ■AN0Z Y040Y ■AI 40ZE .AIN AN .2ZIN A3D NH03 NAM0Z0D R..r 
TN hA3 B0 I003 .ZRS m2FKZ0 k* NHAN HRY0I *«L §9L 33 A3D §y
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Al9o ob9erved 83 the arte98a3 hole9 ka9 the relea9e 
of trapped *a9e9 that b­bbled ­p thro­*h the *ro­3dkater 
co3t83­o­9ly kh8le the hole9 kere ope3. Th89 ob9ervat8o3 
may 83 part be d­e to the h8*h pre99­re a8r ­9ed d­r83*, 
dr8ll83*.
No formal permeab8l8ty te9t9 kere co3d­cted 83 th89
area.
St­dy Area 2
St­dy Area 2 89 3orth of the pre9e3t m83e amd j­9t 
ea9t of the coar9e ta8l83*9 from the m8ll83* operat8o39 
(F8*­re 13)1 The tomo*raphy 9lope9 approV8mately betkee3 
» 13 a3d 17 de*ree9 to the 3orth-3orthke9t. Rechar*e to 
the a­rea 89 9­ppl8ed pr8mar8ly a9 9­b9­rface flok from 
the top of the mo­3ta83. Overla3d flok from a 9mall 
9pr83* above the area r­39 3ea­r* hole 84. Altho­*h the 
vol­me 89 ­3k3ok3 kater probably 83f8ltrate9 83to the 
area from the coa­:‘9e ta8l83*9 9l­rry be83* d89char*ed 
above. D89char*e o3 th89 98de of the mo­3ta83 89 to 
Fleetkood Creek a9 ba9eflok. Tko dr8ll83* road9 kere 
­9ed, the ­pper o3e ka9 dr8lled at 100 foot 9pac83*9 a3d 
the loker o3e at 200 foot 9pac83*9. ^
The overb­rde3 co3f8383* layer ka9 o3ly 98*38f8camt 
83 tko place9. F8*­re l4 9hok9 a la­r*e a­3o­3t of over­
b­rde3 betkee3 hole9 84 to 91> Appare3tly, th89 89 the 
re9­lt of the hole be83* dr8lled 83 a broad *­lly (F8*­re 13).







Figiire l4. Cross-section 2-A, showing




1324 0ZINE R.4O AL DC.4 GOZ4. GOH 4YFCIYZ4.4N T4K 
Y4OZU O.4OH CS ZU3F2 CM4.TI.N4YP XC..4HBCYN3YV,Eo ZU4 
MC,ID4 CS GOZ4. N4F.4OH4H OH ZU4 CM4.TI.N4Y YO..CGHP
fC,4H th OYN dA NC YCZ H44D ZC SC,,CG ZU4 BOZZ4.Yo O,ZUCIVU 
GOZ4. GOH 4YFCIYZ4.4N 3Y TCZU ZU4H4 UC,4H GU4Y N.3,,3YVP
rY SOFZo TCZU ZU4H4 UC,4H B.CNIF4N 3Y 4eF4HH CS k9 VBD 
GU3,4 T43YV N.3,,4NP 8U3H BOILONCe 3H BCHH3T,E ZU4 .4HI,Z 
CS 3DB4.M3CIH 3CY4Ho BCHH3T,E HE4Y3Z4 C. Z.4DC,3Z4 N324Ho 
3DB4N3YV V.CIYNGOZ4. S,CG ZC ZU4 UC,4HP
aOZ4. 3YS3,Z.OZ3YV S.CD ZU4 ZO3,3YVH H,I..E 3H 4M3N4YZ
3Y ZU4l G4HZ4.Y DCHZ UC,4H cp3VI.4H Av OYN Ay-P fC,4 dd
1
HIHZO3Y4N GOZ4. OZ 0UO,,CG N4BZU OYN B.CNIF4N v9my9 VBD OZ 
N4BZUP 8U4.4 3H O,HC OY 3YF.4OH4 3Y ZU4 HZOZ3F GOZ4. ,4M4, 
S.CD UC,4 tb ZCGO.N ZU4 FCO.H4 ZO3,3YVHP
•Ik98■4VZP R BIDB Z4HZ GOH B4.SC.D4N 3Y 0ZINE R.4O 
k ZC N4Z4.D3Y4 ZU4 UEN.OI,3F B.CB4.Z34H CS ZU4 M4.D3FI,3Z4 
BE.Ce4Y3Z4P 8U4 BIDB GOH H4Z OZ O N4BZU CS Akh S44Z 3Y 
UC,4 d'P fC,4 d' 4eZ4YNH 3YZC ZU4 T4V3YY3YV CS ZU4 T3CZ3Z4 
BE.Ce4Y3Z4 OYN 3H ZUIH YCZ HZ.3FZ,E FCYZO3Y4N 3Y ZU4 
lM4.D3FI,3Z4l BE.Ce4Y3Z4P k4FOIH4 ZU4 T3CZ3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 
Y4OIL ZU4 4YN CS ZU4 UC,4 FCYZO3Y4N ZU.44 B4.F4YZ C. ,4HH 
T3CZ3Z4 ODN T4FOIH4 ZU4 lM4.D3FI,3Z4l 3Y ZU3H 3CY4 GOH 
HZ3,, CS VCCN ­IO,3ZEo ZU4 G.3Z4. S44,H ZU4 4SS4FZ CS ZU4 
T3CZ3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 3H Y4V,3V3T,4P 8U4 Ay9 SCCZ N.3,, UC,4 
GOH ,3Y4N G3ZU O SCI. 3YFU B,OHZ3F FOH3YV G3ZU ZU4 TCZZCD 


































Figure 15. 32400Z0INER4. OAL 
0D4CR.G CHEI2 YIFIY 





FOH3YVP 8GC CY4 3YFU CTH4.MOZ3CYO, CB4Y HZOYNB3B4H G4.4 
3YHZO,,4No CY4 OZ O UC.33CYZO, N3HZOYF4 CS h99 S44Z cUC,4 
dd- OYN N4BZU CS Ayk S44Z OYN CY4 OZ O N3HZOYF4 CS A99 S44Z 
cUC,4 dy- OYN O N4BZU CS AhA S44ZP kCZU CTH4.MOZ3CYO, P 
CB4Y HZOYNB3B4H G4.4 H3ZIOZ4N 3Y ZU4 HOD4 ,3Y4 OH ZU4 
BIDB3YV G4,,P
*OZO S.CD ZU4 BIDB3YV Z4HZ G4.4 OYO,E34N IH3YV ZU4 
8U43H 4­IOZ3CY c8U43Ho Adhy- OYN ZU4 8U43H HZ.O3VUZ ,3Y4 
.4FCM4.E D4ZUCN cJ.IH4DOYo Ad'--P fC,4 d' GOH BIDB4N OZ 
k9 VBD SC. Ah D3YIZ4H 4DN OFU34M4N O N.OGNCGY CS Ad S44ZP P 
8U4.4 GOH YC N.OGNCGY CTH4.M4N 3Y 43ZU4. CS ZU4 CB4Y HZOYNq
B3B4H GU4Y ZU4 BIDB J­^H HZCBB4NP z4FCM4.E NOZO G4.4 ZOjF4Y 
o SC. hy D3YIZ4H OSZ4. ZU4 BIDB GOH HZCBB4NP
RHHMIYBZ3CYH OYN ,3D3Z3YV FCYN3Z3CYH IYN4.,E3YV ZU4 
OTCM4 4­IOZ3CYH OI.4 ZU4 SC,,CG3YV 3 cA- ZUOZ BO.Z CS ZU4 
O­I3S4. 3YS,I4YF4N TE ZU4 BIDB3YV Z4HZ 3H UCDCV4Y4CIHo 
3HCZ.CB3Fo OYN CS FCYHZOYZ ZU3F2Y4HH 3 ck- ZU4 O­I3S4. 3H 
CS 3YS3Y3Z4 O.4O, 4eZ4YZ 3 ch- T4SC.4 BIDB3YV ZU4 B343Cq
D4Z.3F HI.SOF4 3H UC.33CYZO, 3 cv- ZU4 BIDB4N G4,, B4Y4q
Z.OZ4H ODN N.OGH GOZ4. S.CD ZU4 4YZ3.4 ZU3F2Y4HH CS ZU4 
O­I3S4. W cy- ZU4 BIDB3YV G4,, UOH O FCYHZOI3Z N3HFUO.V4 
.OZ4 3 c'- ZU4 N3OIY4Z4. CS ZU4 BIDB4N G4,, 3H 3YS3YZ4HZ3DO, ▼ 
c-- ZU4 O­I3S4. 3H FCYS3Y4N TE OD 3DB4.D4OT,4 ,OE4. OTCM4 
OYN T4,CG 3 ct- GOZ4. ZO(Z4Y S.CD HZC.OV4 3H N3HFUOI.V4N 
3YHZOI3ZOD4CIH,E G3ZU N4F,3Y4 3Y U4ON ▼ cd- S,CG ZC ZU4 
G4,, 3H IYHZ4ONE 3 cA9- SC. ZU4 8U43H HZ.O3VUZ ,3Y4 .4FCM4.E 
D4ZUCN ZU4 MO,I4 CS I 3H HDO,, c6 P9A-o D4OY3YV . 3H HDO,,
OYN/C. Z 3H ,O.V4P
rY B.OFZ3F4o ZU4 OTCM4 OHHIDBZ3CYH OYN ,3D3ZOZ3CYH O.4 
.HI.4,E 3S 4M4. FCDB,4Z4,E HOZ3HS34NP kIZ OGO.4Y4HH CS ZU4D 
OYN ZU43. N4V.44 CS H3VY3S3FOYF4 3Y MO.3CIH .4V3D4H 3H 4HH4Yq
Z3O, ZC ZU4 IYN4.HZOYN3YV OYN IH4SI,Y4HH CS FCDBIZ4N .4HI,ZHP
8U4 M4.D3FI,3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 3Y 0ZINE R.4O k 3H Y43ZU4. 
UCDCV4Y4CIH C. 3HCZ.CB3Fo ZU4 BIDB4N G4,, 3H CY,E B4.SC.q
OZ4N Z4Y S44Z OZ ZU4 TCZZCDo ZU4 CM4.TI.N4Y 3H YCZ O Z.I4 
FCYS3Y3YV ,OE4. OYN 3ZH ZU3F2Y4HH MO.34H FCYH3N4.OT,EP
R,HCo T4FOIH4 CS N3SS3FI,Z34H G3ZU ZU4 BIDBo ZU4 BIDB3YV P 
Z3D4 GOH OTYC.DO,,E HUC.ZP 8U4.4SC.4o ZU4 .4HI,ZH CTZO3Y4N 
S.CD ZU4 Z4HZ O.4 CY3/ IH4SI, OH OY OBB.Ce3DOZ3CY CS ZU4 
OM4.OV4 FCYN3Z3CYH OZ T4HZP
RFFC.N3YV ZC 8U4 3H c Adhy-P O G4,, BIDB4N SC. O 2YCGY 
B4.3CN CS Z3D4 OYN ZU4Y ,4SZ ZC .4FCM4. G3,, UOM4 ZU4 HOD4 
.4H3NIO, N.OGNCGY OH 3S ZU4 BIDB GOH ,4SZ CY OYN O .4FUO.V4 
G4,, GOH 3YHZO,,4N OZ ZU4 HH3D4 BC3YZ OZ ZU4 3YHZOYZ ZU4 BIDB 
GOH ZI.Y4N CSSP RFFC.N3YV,E ZU4 .4H3NIO, N.OGNCGY H? OZ OYE 
3YHZOYZ 3H V3M4Y TE ZU4 4­IOZ3CY 3 Vo o WW8^^­GcI-macI?,
GU4.4 I OYN I? ’
OYN GU4.4 H? ’ .4H3NIO, N.OGNCGY W )/
. L N3HZOYF4 S.CD BIDB3YV G4,, 3 
0 ’ HZC.OZ3M3ZE 3 
8 m Z.OYHD3HH3M3ZE 3 
Z? L Z3D4 H3YF4 BIDB3YV HZO.Z4N ’
7 ’ .OZ4 CS N3HFUO.V4 NI.3YV BIDB3YV ’ OYN 
acI- * G4,, SIYFZ3CYP
RtRh
v'”
aU4Y . 3H HDO,, HI3N/C. Z? 3H ,O.V4 ZU4 OTCM4 4­IOZ3CY FOY T4 
G.3ZZ4Y OH3
dd Z d
8U3H 3H 2YCGY OH ZU4 8U43H .4FCM4.E 4­IOZ3CYP p3VI.4 ,' 
HUCGH ZU4 H4D3m,CVO.3ZUD3F B,CZ CS ZU4 .4FCM4.E NOZO S.CD 
ZU4 BIDB3YV Z4HZP RFFC.N3YV ZC ZU4 OTCM4 4­IOZ3CY O B,CZ 
CS H? MHP ,CV Z/ZL HUCI,N ZU4C.4Z3FO,,E SC.D O HZ.O3VUZ 
,3Y4 OYN 3YZ4.H4FZ ZU4 C.3V3YP 8U4 BC3YZH B,CZZ4N S.CD 
ZU4 .4FCM4.E NOZO SC.D O ,3Y4 ZUOZ BOHH4H T4,CG ZU4 C.3q
V3YP 8U43H cAdhy- 4eB,O3YH ZUOZ ZU4 ,3Y4 B.CTOT,E BOHH4H? 
T4,CG ZU4 C.3V3Y T4FOIH4 ZU4 GOZ4. ZOT,4 .3H4H SOHZ4. ZUOY
ZU4 D4N3ID FOY T4 HOST.OZ4NP 8U4 H,CB4 CS ZU4 ,3Y4
,CV Z/Z?
4­M3O,H kPh7 HC ZUOZ ZU4 .4H3NIO, N.OGNCGY B4. ,CV FEF,4 
3£,88




8U4 Z.OYHD3HH3M3ZE FCDBIZ4N S.CD ZU4 V.OBU 3H Pv FD /H4FP 
(H3YV OY O­I3S4. ZU3F2Y4HH CS hkP'A D O MO,I4 CS APk e A9 
F3M^H GOH FCDBIZ4N SC. ZU4 UEN.OI,3F FCYNIFZ3M3ZEP 8U3H 
MO,I4 3H .4OHCYOT,4 3Y ZUOZ ZU4lM4.D3FI,3Z4lBE.Ce4Y3Z4 
T4UOM4H ,324 O H4D3mFCYHC,3NOZ4N HOYNHZCY4P RFFC.N3YV ZC 
p.4434 OYN XU4..E cAd-d- ZU3H MO,I4 SC. ZU4 UEN.OI,3F FCYq
NIFZ3M3ZE SO,,H G4,, G3ZU3Y ZU4 .OYV4 SC. S.OFZI.4N 3VY4CIH 
OYN D4ZODC.BU3F .CF2H OYN O,HC FC..4HBCYNH ZC O N3.ZE HOYN 
3Y IYFCYHC,3NOZ4N N4BCH3ZHP 8U4 OHHIDBZ3CY ZUOZ I GOH ,4HH

EDHk K98 CDI. P0R.G EDI 3DIR0 0E2HRGDE YR.I 2IN4FI2a kIED4T 
CH0 .4E HNDIRFITL DPE lNcD42EI2 U8pvvo 0EHEI0 H FHYPI yKY 
U K9- NHYNPYHEIT DI2Io R0 HNNP2HEI CREDR. -oUK
SEPTa R.4O m
SEPTa b2IH m R0 .42ED 4B EDI kR.I H2IH H.T IH0EZ04PED•
IH0E 4B SEPTa b2IH r UMRGP2I 8moK 3DI E4,4G2H,Da R. EDI 
H2IH 0Y4,I0 E4 EDI .42EDCI0E H,,24VRkHEIYa ECIYFI TIG2II0L 
G2HTPHYYa 0EII,I.R.G E4CH2T EDI k4P.EHR.K 3C4 924HT GPYYRI0 
942TI2 EDI 0EPTa H2IHL 4.I 4. EDI 04PEDCI0E 0RTI H.T 4.I 4.
EDI .42EDIH0E 0RTI 8 EDI 4.I 4. EDI 04PEDCI0E R0 k42I ,24Z 
1
kR.I.EK f4 0P2BHNI thEI2 BY4C0 R. IREDI2 4B EDI GPYYRI0K 
■24P.TCHEI2 BY4C0 R. SEPTa b2IH r B24k EDI E4, 4B EDI 
k4P.EHR. E4 MYIIEC44T 32II'K 3DI 0kHYY 0,2R.G R. SEPTa 
b2IH fPk9I2 r TR0NDH2GI0 R. EDI 04PEDCI0E GPYYa .IH2 EDI 
kHR. HNNI00 24HTK
3DI2I CI2I B4P2 24HT0 T2RYYIT R. EDR0 H2IH CRED HYEI2•
.HER.G 24HT0 DHFR.G 899 H.T r99 B44E T2RYY 0,HNR.G0K MRGP2I0 
8v E4 r9 0D4C EDI G24P.TCHEI2 H.T 0P90P2BHNI GI4Y4GRN N4.•
TRER4.0 R. EDI H2IHK kVNI,E B42 T2RYY D4YI v-L 0EHERN 
CHEI2 YIFIY0 GI.I2HYYa R.N2IH0IT B24k .42EDI0E E4 04PED•
CI0E E4CH2T EDI TII,I2 4B EDI EC4 GPYYRI0K ­FI29P2TI. CH0 
EDRN'I2 E4CH2T EDI kRTTYI 4B EDI 0INER4.0K OE R0 H,,H2I.E 
B24k EDI 0INER4. EDHE EDI 4FI29P2TI. TRT .4E 2RGRTYa N42•
2IYHEI CRED EDI DRGDI0E 0EHERN CHEI2 YIFIY0 H0 TRT EDI 
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Figure 17. 32400Z0INER4. mZbL 
0D4CR.G CHEI2 YIFIY 
















Figure 19. 32400Z0INER4. 3-C, 0D4CR.G 
CHEI2 YIFIY THEHK USIH 
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SYPG 3I0EK b 0YPG EI0E CH0 ,I2B42kIT R. EDI 4,I. 0EH.T•
,R,I R.0EHYYIT R. D4YI vJ- O. N4.E2H0E E4 H ,Pk, EI0E CDI2I 
ZU4 DaT2HPYRN N4.TPNERFREa R0 IFHYPHEIT 4FI2 YH2GI YHEI2HY 
TR0EH.NI0 O EDI 0YPG EI0E 4.Ya 0Hk,YI0 EDI kITRPk R. EDI 
RkkITRHEI FRNR.REa 4B EDI D4YIK 3DI FHYPI0 B24k H 0YPG EI0E 
H2I EDI2IB42I .4E H0 2I,2I0I.EHERFI 4B EDI kITRPk H0 H2I 
ED40I B24k H ,Pk, EI0EK 3DI 0YPG EI0E T4I0 DHFI EDI HTFH.•
EHGI R. EDHE RE R0 2IYHERFIYa NDIH, H.T R0 IH0RI2 E4 ,I2B42k 
EDH. EDI ,Pk, EI0EK
3DI 4,I. 0EH.T,R,I R. D4YI vJ R* 8mv BIIE TII, CRED EDI 
94EE4k 89 BIIE ,I2B42HEIT CRED Y1­ H.T 81X R.ND D4YI0K 3DI 
D4YI CH0 9HN'BRYYIT CRED T2RYY NPEER.G0 H.T 9I.E4.REI GOH 
,4P2IT 0P24P.T EDI 4PE0RTI 4B EDI 0EH.T,R,I H94FI EDI ,I2•
B42HEIT ^4.I E4 ,2IFI.E CHEI2 B24k I.EI2R.G EDI D4YI B24k 
EDI 0P2BHNIK b 8r99 GHYY4. CHEI2 E2PN' CH0 P0IT H0 EDI 
04P2NI 4B CHEI2 B42 EDI EI0EK
3DI IzPRYR92RPk N4.TRER4. R. EDI 4,I. 0EH.T,R,I CH0 
NDH.GIT 9a R.E24TPNR.G H 0EIHTa BY4C 4B CHEI2K 3DI DaT2HPYRN 
DIHT CH0 R.N2IH0IT R. EDI 0EH.T,R,I P.ERY RE 2IHNDIT EDI 
G24P.T 0P2BHNI UEDI 94EE4k 4B EDI ,RI^4kIEI2 R0 P0IT H0 EDI 
THEPk ,4R.Eo CDI2I RE CH0 DIYT B42 H,,24VRkHEIYa 4.I kR.PEI 
9IB42I EDI EI0E CH0 9IGP.K 3DI R.BY4C B24k EDI CHEI2 E2PN' 
GOH 0E4,,IT H.T EDI TIN2IH0I R. EDI DaT2HPYRN DIHT FI20P0 
ERkI CH0 kIH0P2ITK cHEI2 YIFIY kIH0P2IkI.E0 CI2I ZO24Y HE 
8j 0IN4.T R.EI2FHRY0 B42 EDI BR20E BRFI kR.PEI0 H.T ­j 0IN4.T0K
P I
CY4 D3YIZ4 3YZ4.MO,H XC. ZU4 Y4eZ k' D3YIZ4HZ ZGC D3YIZ4 3Yq
Z4.MO,H SC. ZU4 Y4eZ SCI. D3YIZ4Ho OYN S3M4 D3YIZ4 3YZ4.MO,H 
SC. ZU4 ,OHZ h9 D3YIZ4Ho .4HB4FZ3M4,EP
8GC ,O.V4 HI.V4H CFFI..4N NI.3YV ZU4 H,IV Z4HZP 8U4 
S3.HZ CY4 CFFI..4N OSZ4. ZU4 U4ON S4,, v9Py S44Z OZ GU3FU 
Z3D4 OTCIZ ZGC D3YIZ4H UON 4,OBH4N 3Y ZU4 Z4HZP *I.3YV ZU4 
HI.V4 ZU4 U4ON 3YF.4OH4N AAPy S44Z 3Y ,4HH ZUOY h9 H4FCYNHo 
,4M4,4N CSS OYN ZU4Y T4VOY ,CG4.3YV OVO3YP 8U4 H4FCYN 
HI.V4 CFFI..4N H4M4Y D3YIZ4Ho kk H4FCYNH OSZ4. ZU4 S3.HZ 
CY4o GU4Y ZU4 GOZ4. ,4M4, GOH 't S44Z T4,CG ZU4 HI.SOF4P
8U4 U4ON 3YF.4OH4N kh S44Z ZC O ,4M4, vy S44Z T4,CG ZU4 HI.q
SOF4 3Y OBB.Ce3DOZ4,E ZU.44 D3YIZ4HP RSZ4. ZU4 H4FCYN 
HI.V4 ZU4 UEN.OI,3F U4ON HZ4ON3,E?N4F.4OH4N IYZ3, ZU4 
GOZ4. ,4M4, GOH -- S44Z h 3YFU4H T4,CG ZU4 HI.SOF4 3Y vy 
D3YIZ4H OSZ4. ZU4 HZO.Z CS ZU4 Z4HZP RZ ZU3H Z3D4 ZU4 
Z4HZ GOH HZCBB4NP
8U4 .4OHCY SC. ZU4 ZGC HI.V4H 3H YCZ 4YZ3.4,E F,4OB 
ZC ZU4 G.3Z4.P kITT,3YV V.CIYNGOZ4. GOH CTH4.M4N 3Y N.3,, 
UC,4H SC. DCYZUH HIVV4HZ3YV O U3VU VOH FCYZ4YZ 3Y ZU4 BE.Cem 
4Y3Z4P rZ 3H UO.N ZC Z4,, GUOZ ­IOYZ3ZE GOH 3YH3ZI VOH OH 
FCDBO.4N ZC ZUOZ N4.3M4N S.CD N.3,,3YVP p.4434 OYN XU4..E 
cAd-d- V3M4 ZU.44 D4OYH TE GU3FU VOH 3H N3HHC,M4N 3Y V.CIYNm 
GOZ4.3 cA- 4eBCHI.4 CS HI.SOF4 OYN .O3Y GOZ4. ZC ZU4 4O.ZU?H 
OZDCHBU4.4 T4SC.4 3YS3,Z.OZ3CY ZO24H B,OF4▼ ck- 4eBCHI.4 
ZC HC3, VOH4H NI.3YV 3YS3,Z.OZ3CY▼ OYN ch- FU4D3FO, C.
T3CFU4D3FO, VOH B.CNIFZ3CY 3Y ZU4 HOZI.OZ4N 3CY4 3YMC,M3YV 
.4OFZ3CYH G3ZU V.CIYNGOZ4.o D3Y4.O,Ho C.VOY3F DOZZ4.o OYN 
TOFZ4.3O, OFZ3M3ZEP 8U4 G.3Z4. S44,H ZU4H4 VOH4Ho CS IYq
2YCGY FCDBCH3Z3CYo G4.4 ,3Y24N G3ZU ZU4 HI.V4H CTH4.M4Nm 
NI.3YV ZU4 Z4HZP
zO3H3YV ZU4 UEN.CHZOZ3F U4ON O,DCHZ t9 S44Z DOE UOM4 
T44Y .4HBCYH3T,4 SC. 3Y3Z3OZ3YV ZU4 NEYOIO3F 4SS4FZH CTq
H4.M4N 3Y ZU4 HEHZ4DP RY 3YF.4OH4N U4ON 3Y ZU4 HZOYNB3B4 
GCI,N UOM4 3YF.4OH4N ZU4 BC.4 GOZ4. B.4HHI.4 3Y ZU4 HI.q
.CIYN3YV 3CY4P 8U4 3YF.4OH4 3Y GOZ4. B.4HHI.4 GCI,N FOIH4
ZU4 MC,ID4 CS VOH 3Y HC,IZ3CY ZC N4F.4OH4 G3ZU OY OFFCDBm 
1
OYE3YV N4S3F34YFE CSmD.OZ4. S,CG3YV 3YZC ZU4 HZOYNB3B4 
cfMC.H,4Mo AdyA-» aU4Y ZU3H B.4HHI.4 GOH ,CG4.4N OH ZU4 
UEN.CHZOZ3F U4ON N4F.4OH4No O .OB3N 4eBOYH3CY CS VOH 3Y 
ZU4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 GCI,N UOM4 SC.F4N GOZ4. TOF2 3YZC ZU4 HZOYNq
B3B4 FOIH3YV O GOZ4. ,4M4, 3YF.4OH4P 8UIHo ZU4 U4ON GOH 
U3VU 4YCIVU CYF4 DC.4 ZC FOIH4 O BC.4 GOZ4. B.4HHI.4 3Ym? 
F.4OH4 .4HI,Z3YV 3Y O H4FCYN HI.V4P 8U3H FEF,3Fm,324 
4SS4FZ GCI,N CY,E T4 H44Y 3S HISS3F34YZ VOH G4.4 OMO3,OT,4 
3Y ZU4 HEHZ4DP
8U4 U3VU UEN.CHZOZ3F U4ON DOE UOM4 UON ONN3Z3CYO, 
4SS4FZH CY ZU4 HEHZ4DP )OH4H CFFIBE3YV BC.4 HBOF4H G3ZU3Y 
ZU4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 DOE UOM4 T44Y BUEH3FO,,E SC.F4N 3YZC ZU4 SC.q
DOZ3CY OYN .4,4OH4N IBCY ,CG4.3YV CS ZU4 U4ON ck.EHCY 8.4e,4.o 
J4YY4FCZZ !3Y4.O,Ho C.O, FCDDIY3ZOZ3CY-P 8U3H DOE UOM4 O,HC 
FCYZ.3TIZ4N ZC ZU4 FEF,3F 4SS4FZ B.CNIF4N NI.3YV ZU4 Z4HZP
)OH FCI,N UOM4 T44Y B.CNIF4N 3S GO.D4. GOZ4. GOH IH4N 
SC. ZU4 H,IV Z4HZP 8U4 GO.D4. GOZ4. .4OFZ3YV G3ZU FC,N4. 
V.CIYNGOZ4. DOE UOM4 FOIH4N F4.ZO3Y VOH4H ZC FCD4 CIZ CS 
HC,IZ3CY C. 4eBOYN ZU4 Z.OBB4N VOH4H 3Y BC.4 HBOF4HP 8U4 
FCDT3Y4N 4SS4FZ GCI,N UOM4 B.CNIF4N O3. TITT,4H 3Y ZU4 
HZOYNB3B4o BCHH3T,E FOIH3YV ZU4 HI.V3YV 4SS4FZ CTH4.M4N 
NI.3YV ZU4 Z4HZP a3ZUCIZ 3N4YZ3S3FOZ3CY CS ZU4 VOH4H OYN 
ZU4 Z4DB4.OZI.4H CS ZU4 GOZ4.H 3YMC,M4N 3Z 3H UO.N ZC HOE 
SC. HI.4 3S ZU3H GOH ZU4 FOH4P XCYH3N4.3YV ZUOZ ZU4 Z4HZ 
GOH NCY4 3Y ZU4 ,OZ4 4M4Y3YV ctZvd BP DP m d6yy BK DP-o 
G3ZU ZU4 O3. Z4DB4.OZI.4 .OZU4. FCC,o ZU4 G.3Z4. NC4H YCZ 
S44, ZU4 Z4DB4.OZI.4 ?N3SS4.4YF4 GOH V.4OZ 4YCIVU SC. ZU3H 
ZC T4 BCHH3T,4P
fEN.OI,3F XCYNIFZ3M3ZE S.CD ZU4 0,IV 84HZP 8U4 SC.DI,O 
IH4N SC. N4Z4.D3Y3YV ZU4 UEN.OI,3F FCYNIFZ3M3ZE S.CD O H,IV 





GU4.4 r JWW ’ UC.33CYZO, UEN.OI,3F FCYNIFZ3M3ZE
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for a well - point filter in uniform soil for gli > 4. The
terms in the equation for the shape factor aurei
■ 2n L
loge (2VD) •
p.CD O B,CZ CS ^-^' M4.HIH Z O HZ.O3VUZ ,3Y4 3H N.OGY 
ZU.CIVU ZU4 B.3V3Y 4I3N ZGC BC3YZH O.4 FUCH4Y CY ZU4 ,3Y4 ZC 
FO,FI,OZ4 ZU4 UEN.OI,3F FCYNIFZ3M3ZEP
*.OG3YV O HZ.O3VUZ ,3Y4 ZU.CIVU ZU4 BC3YZH CTZO3Y4N 
S.CD ZU4 H,IV Z4HZ GOH 3DBCHH3T,4 T4FOIH4 CS ZU4 N4M3OZ3CYH 
FOIH4N TE ZU4 ZGC HI.V4H cp3VI.4 kk -P k4FOIH4 CS ZU3H B.4q
N3FOD4YZo ZU4 HI.V4H G4.4 V.OBU3FO,,E .4DCM4N 3Y UCB4H CS 
1
CTZO3Y3YV O HZ.O3VUZ.m,3Y4 OH H44Y 3Y p3VI.4 khP rZ GOH 
BCHH3T,4 ZC N.OG O ,3Y4 ZU.CIVU ZU4H4 BC3YZH OYN ZU4 UEN.OIq
,3F FCYNIFZ3M3ZE FO,FI,OZ4N GOH N4Z4.D3Y4N ZC T4 kP9 e A9 ^ 
cm/s. pC. FCDBO.3HCY ZU4 UEN.OI,3F FCYNIFZ3M3ZE GOH O,HC N4q
Z4.D3Y4N IH3YV ZU4 BC3YZH T4SC.4 ZU4 S3.HZ HI.V4 CFFI..4N 
OYN ZUCH4 BC3YZH OSZ4. ZU4 H4FCYN HI.V4 cp3VI.4 kk-P 
fEN.OI,3F FCYNIFZ3M3Z34H CS -P9 e A9>^ cm/s OYN APk e A9>^ 
cm/s G4.4 FO,FI,OZ4N S.CD ZU4H4 ,3Y4Ho .4HB4FZ3M4,EP
8U4 MO,3N3ZE CS ZU4 UEN.OI,3F FCYNIFZ3M3ZE 3H ­I4Hq
Z3CYOT,4 T4FOIH4 CS ZU4 HI.V4H OYN ZU4 D4ZUBN IH4N 3Y CTq
ZO3Y3YV O HZ.O3VUZ ,3Y4P z4OHHI.3YV ZC ZU4 G.3Z4. GOH ZU4 
SOFZ ZUOZ ZU4 H,CB4H CS ZU4 ,3Y4H NI.3YV .4FCM4.E 3Y p3VI.4 
kk G4.4 .4OHCYOT,E FCYHZOYZ OYN ZU4 MO,I4 CTZO3Y4N GOH 
G3ZU3Y OY C.N4. CS DOVY3ZIN4 CS ZUOZ FO,FI,OZ4N S.CD ZU4 
BIDB Z4HZP R,HCo ZO23YV 3YZC FCYH3N4.OZ3CY ZUOZ ZU4 CB4Y 




BRYYIT CRED T2RYY NPEER.G6L EDI FHYPI 0IIk0 zPREI 2IH04.•
H9YIK
qII, /4YI0
3C4 TII, D4YI0 CI2I T2RYYIT R. EDI kR.I 0P2IHK fC,4 
8m9 R0 Y4NHEIT 4. EDI rr.T kR.R.G YIFIY HkT GOH T2RYYIT 
E4 H TI,ED 4B p99 BIIEK 3DI 0IN4.T D4YIL 8m8L GOH T2RYYIT 
.42ED 4B EDI ,2I0I.E C42'R.G H2IH E4 H TI,ED 4B pv9 BIIEK 
3DI0I D4YI0 CI2I T2RYYIT E4 IFHYPHEI?FI2kRNPYREI? zPHYREa 
HE TI,ED H.T E4 Y4NHEI H.T zPH.ERBa 9H0I H.T ,2INR4P0 
kIEHY N4.NI.E2HER4.0K 3DI C2REI2 TRT .4E 0P,I2FR0I EDI
t
T2RYYR.G 4B EDI TII,Z’R4YI0 H.T G24P.TCHEI2 THEH CI2I N4Y•
YINEIT 9a kR.I ,I204..IYK
3DI BR20E 89 BIIE 4B D4YI 8m9 N4.0R0EIT 4B 4FI29P2TI.L 
EDI .IVE 8j BIIE CH0 ?FI2kRNPYREI? ,a24VI.REIK H.T EDI 2I0E 
4B EDI p99 B44E D4YI GOH 9R4EREI ,a24VI.REIK 32HNI ­IOYq
ERERI0 4B G44T zPHYREa ?FI2kRNPYREI? CI2I N4.0R0EH.EYa e 
B4P.T R. EDI TII, D4YIK 3DI GI.I0R0 4B EDR0 0kHYY zPH.EREa 
4B ?FI2kRNPYREI? CRYY 9I TR0NP00IT R. EDI 0INER4. I.EREYIT 
?72I0I.E SEPTRI0 4B ?VI2kRNPYREI? R. EDI YH0E 0INER4. 4B 
EDI EDI0R0K
f4 CHEI2 GOH I.N4P.EI2IT CDRYI T2RYYR.G EDI D4YI P.ERY 
H94PE EDI rrj B44E YIFIY GOH 2IHNDITK 3DI2IL O HDO,, H44B 
YR'I 04.I ,24TPNIT H94PE 8 VBDP Aa 500 BIIE EDI D4YI TR0•
NDH2GIT H,,24VRkHEIYa rj VBYP bE *99 BIIE EDI D4YI ,24•
TPNIT 9IECII. mj9 H.T j99 G,k CDRND kH2'IT H 0RG.RBRNH.E
▼ h
3YF.4OH4 CM4. ZU4 k99 SCCZ HBOYP *.3,,3YV GOH HZCBB4N OZ 
d99 S44Z OYN TE ZU3H N4BZU A999mAk99 VBD G4.4 T43YV N3Hq
FUO.V4N ZC ZU4 HI.SOF4P aU4Y M3H3Z4N 3Y jOYIO.E TE ZU4 
G.3Z4. ZU4 HZOZ3F GOZ4. ,4M4, GOH OZ O N4BZU CS '' S44Zo 
3YN3FOZ3YV ZU4 GOZ4. ,4M4, GOH IYN4. B343CD4Z.3F FCYN3Z3CYHP
fC,4 Ah9 GOH YCZ ZU4 S3.HZ N44B UC,4 N.3,,4N 3Y ZU3H 
O.4OP rY Ad-h O UC,4 GOH N.3,,4N OBB.Ce3DOZ4,E k99 S44Z 
4OHZ CS fC,4 Ah9 CY D3Y3YV ,4M4, kAP ;C V.CIYNGOZ4. NOZO 
4e3HZ SC. ZU3H UC,4 TIZ 3Z UOH T44Y IYN4. O.Z4H3OY FCYN3q
Z3CYH H3YF4 T43YV N.3,,4NP R MO,M4 DCIYZ4N FOB UOH T44Y P 
3YHZO,^m4N CY ZU4 HI.SOF4 FOH3YVP 8U4 UC,4 B.4H4YZ,E N3Hq
FUO.V4H OTCIZ S3M4 VBDP R B.4HHI.4 M4.HIH N3HFUO.V4 Z4HZ 
^ GOH OZZ4DBZ4N CY ZU4 FOBB4N UC,4 TIZ GOH YCZ FO..34N CIZ 
T4FOIH4 CS ZU4 ,CG GOZ4. B.4HHI.4 CTH4.M4N GU4Y ZU4 MO,M4 
GOH F,CH4N GU3FU GOH FOIH4N TE O BCC. FCYY4FZ3CY T4ZG44Y 
ZU4 FOB OHH4DT,E OYN ZU4 HI.SOF4 FOH3YVP
fC,4 AhA GOH N.3,,4N YC.ZU CS ZU4 GC.23YV D3Y4 O.4O 
ZC O N4BZU CS d-9 S44ZP ;C CM4.TI.N4Y GOH 4YFCIYZ4.4N OZ 
ZU4 HI.SOF4 r ZU4 UC,4 GOH N.3,,4N 4YZ3.4,E 3Y ZU4 DOVY4Z3Z4 
BE.Ce4Y3Z4P 8U3H UC,4 3H OBBO.4YZ,E ,CFOZ4N WIHZ CM4. ZU4 
DOVY4Z3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4mlM4.D3FI,3Z4l BE.Ce4Y3Z4 FCYZOFZP
fC,4 AhA N3N YCZ 4YFCIYZ4. HZ.CYV GOZ4. B.CNIF3YV 
3CY4H OH N3N UC,4 Ah9P k4ZG44Y A99 S4BZ OI3N Ay9 S44Z 
CY,E O Z.OF4 CS GOZ4. GOH SCIYNP RZ y99 S44Z ky VBD GOHP 
T43YV N3HFUO.V4NP 8U3H ky VBD S,CG .OZ4 GOH .4,OZ3M4,E 




8U4 XO.Y4E X.442 *.O3YOV4 HEHZ4D rH ,CFOZ4N O,CYV ZU4 
HCIZUG4HZ TC.N4. CS ZU4 D3Y4P XO.Y4E X.442 .3H4H OZ v'99 
S44Z OYN S,CGH YC.ZUG4HZ GU4.4 3Z N.O3YH 3YZC ZU4 F4YZ.O, 
BC.Z3CY CS zO3YE X.442P k4FOIH4 CS ZU4 D3Y4 GOHZ4 NIDBH 
O,CYV ZU4 YC.ZU4OHZ H,CB4 ODN ZU4 BCZ4YZ3O, SC. ZU43. 4eq
BOYH3CY ZU4 XO.Y4E X.442 *.O3Y43V4 HEHZ4D UOH .4F43M4N FCYq
H3N4.OT,4 4YV3Y44.3YV 3YZ4.4HZP
8U4 ,CON F.4OZ4N TE ZU4 GOHZ4 NIDBH OYN ZU43. 3DB4Nq
OYF4 CS GOZ4. S,CG UOH F.4OZ4N 3YHZOT3,3ZE 3Y ZU4 HI..CIYNm 
1
3YV H,CB4H OYN 3Y ZUO MO,,4E TCZZCDP 8U4.4 3H YC B.4H4YZ 
3YN3FOZ3CY ZUOZ ZU4 NIDBH UOM4 OFZ3MOZ4N ZU4 U3VU OYV,4 
.4M4.H4 SOI,Z HZ.323YV ZU.CIVU XO.Y4E X.442P
8U4 GOHZ4 NIDBH O.4 3DB4.D4OT,4 4YCIVU ZC T,CF2 ZU4 
YOZI.O, S,CG CS HI.SOF4 OYN HITHI.SOF4 GOZ4.P 8U4 T,CF2q
OV4 S.CD ZU4 NIDBH UOH 3YF.4OH4N ZU4 B.4HHI.4 U4ON 3Y ZU4 
Z3,,P 0,CB4 SO3,I.4 OYN U4OM3YV CS ZU4 MO,,4E TCZZCD O.4 
OZZ.3TIZ4N ZC UEN.CHZOZ3F IB,3SZ OYN ,CHH CS HZ.4YVZU 3Y 
ZU4 Z3,, cfO.N3YVm1OGHCY RHHCF3OZ4Ho Ad-v-P
:B4Y UC,4H N.3,,4N 3Y ZU4 OI.4O UOM4 .4M4O,4N O.Z4H3OY 
FCYN3Z3CYH ZUOZ B.CNIF4N ymA9 VBDP :Y4 CS ZU4H4 UC,4H 
M3H3Z4N NI.3YV ZU4 DCYZU CS RIVIHZ TE ZU4 G.3Z4. GOH B.Cq
NIF3YV Amk VBDP fO.N3YVm1OGHCY cAd-v- T4,34M4H ZU4 O­I3S4. 
3H B.CTOT,E ZU4 .4HI,Z CS O B4.D4OT,4 3CY4 CS HOYNE ODN 
V.OM4,,E Z3,, CM4.,O3Y TE O ,4HH B4.M3CIH Z3,,P 8U4
» A
°A
O3.Z4H3OY FCYN3Z3CYH O.4 ZU4.4TE ZU4 .4HI,Z CS ZU4 IBB4. 
3YF,3YOZ3CY CS V,OF3O, N4BCH3Z ZC ZU4 FOYECY U4ON GU4.4 
.4FUO.V4 ZO24H B,OF4P
XCYF,IH3CYH m ).CIYNGOZ4.
!C.4 ZUOY A99 HUO,,CG UC,4H c ,4HH ZUOY k99 S44Z - 
OYN ZGC N44B UC,4H c d99mA999 S44Z - G4.4 N.3,,4N NI.3YV 
ZU4 HZINE B4.3CNP 8U4 DOWC.3ZE CS HUO,,CG UC,4H G4.4 
N.3,,4N 3Y O,Z4.4N lM4.D3FI,3Z4l BE.Ce4Y3Z4 NCGY ZC T3Cm 
Z3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4o OYN DOVY4Z3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 3CY4HP
RZ CY4 Z3D4 lM4.D3FI,3Z4l BE.Ce4Y3Z4 OYN T3CZ3Z4 
BE.Ce4Y3Z4 G4.4 B.C,ha-,E CY4 3Y ZU4 HOD4P R,Z4.OZ3CY CS 
ZU4 IBB4. A99mk99 S44Z UOH .4HI,Z4N 3Y ZGC 3CY4H ZUOZ OI.4 
N3SS4.4YZ TCZU D3Y4.O,CV3FO,,E OYN S.CD O V.CIYNGOZ4. 
HZOYNBC3YZP
8U4.4SC.4o ZGC N3HZ3FZ O­I3S4.H 4e3HZ G3ZU3Y ZU4 
3YY4. ZGC BE.Ce4Y3Z4HP 8U4 S3.HZ 3H ZU4 HI.SOF4 T,OY24Z 
CS OjPZ4.4N M4.D3FI,3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 OYN ZU4 H4FCYN 3H ZU4 
IYO,Z4.4N T3CZ3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 T4,CG ZU4 O,Z4.OZ3CY 3CY4P
8U4 M4.D3FI,3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 3CY4 3H CCDBCH4N CS H4D3m 
FCYHC,3NOZ4N HC3, ,324 .CF2 FIZ TE N324H OYN M43YHP 8U4 
M4.D3FI,3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 OBB4O.H ZC UOM4 U3VU BC.CH3ZE OYN 
3H H3DI,O. ZC HOYNP 8U4 .CF2 3H M4.E 4OH3,E F.IHU4N 3Y 
ZU4 UOYNP rZ 3H B,IZCY3F OYN FCYZO3YH YC C.34YZ4N F,4OMq
OV4o T4NN3YV B,OY4Ho SC,3OZ3CYo C. ZU4 ,324 ZUOZ FCI,N 
FCYZ.C, ZU4 N3.4FZ3CY CS V.CIYNGOZ4. DCM4D4YZP
bi-J
8U4 UEN.OI,3F FCYNIFZ3M3ZE OYN Z.OYHD3HH3M3ZEo FO,FIq
,OZ4N S.CD ZU4 BIDB Z4HZo O.4 APk e A9>^FD/H4F OYN A
FD{H4Fo .4HB4FZ3M4,EP 8U4 UEN.OI,3F FCYNIFZ3M3ZE FO,FIq
,OZ4N S.CD ZU4 H,IV Z4HZ GOH kP9 e A9l^FD/H4F P pC. .4q
OHCYH HZOZ4N 4O.,34.o ZU4H4 MO,I4H FOY CY,E T4 IH4N OH 
OBB.Ce3DOZ3CYHP
8U4 H4FCYNO.E UEN.OI,3F FCYNIFZ3M3ZE B.CNIF4N 3Y ZU4 
lM4.D3FI,3Z4+ BE.Ce4Y3Z4 GOH DCHZ ,324,E FOIH4N TE ZU4 
HG4,,3YV HDN HU.3Y23YV CS ZU4 B,OZE D3Y4.O,H OYN ZU4 HITq
H4­I4YZ ,4OFU3YV CS D3Y4.O,H S.CD V.CIYNGOZ4. F3.FI,OZ3CY^
fC,4H N.3,,4N 3Y ZU3H O,Z4.4N 3CY4 B.CNIF4N IB ZC y9 
1
VBDP !CHZ CS ZU4 UC24H 4YFCIYZ4.3YV GOZ4. B.CNIF4N T4ZG44Y 
? A9 OYN ky VBDP 8U4 3CY4 3H ZUIH FOBOT,4 CS B.CNIF3YV OYN 
HZC.3YV O .4OHCYOT,4 ODCIYZ CS GOZ4.P
8U4 T3CZ3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 3H ZU4 IYO,Z4.4N .CF2 SCIYN 
T4,CG ZU4 O,Z4.4N 3CY4P 8U4 T3CZ3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 3H DC.4 
FCYHC,3NOZ4N OYN ,4HH BC.CIH ZUOY ZU4§{4.D3FI,3Z0? BE.Ce4U3Z4 
OTCM4 3ZP fEN.OI,3F FCYNIFZ3M3ZE CS ZU4 T3CZ3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 
GOH YCZ FH^FI,OZ4N TIZ OBB4O.H ZC T4 .OZU4. ,CGP rZ 3H ZU4 
OIZUC.H CB3Y3CY ZUOZ ZU4 UEN.OI,3F FCYNIFZ3M3ZE IYNCITZ4N,E 
3YF.4OH4H 3Y O.4OH GU4.4 BE.Ce4Y4 FCYZ4YZ 3H U3VU OYN ZU4 
T3CZ3Z4 FCYZ4YZ 3H FC..4HBCYN3YV,E ,CGP 0U4@I. 3CY4Ho S.OFm 
Z3I.4Ho OYN WC3YZH 3Y ZU4 UO.N T3CZ3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 O.4 .4Hq
BCYH3T,4 SC. ZU4 HITHZOYF3O, GOZ4. T4O.3YV 3CY4HP RH GOH 
N3HFIHH4N 3Y ZU4 ,OHZ H4FZ3CYo UC,4 Ah9 B.CNIF4N Ak99 VBD 
G3ZU YC .4NIFZ3CY CTH4.M4N GU4Y N.3,,3YV GOH F4OH4NP
).C33YNGOZ4. NC4H OBB4O. ZC T4 HZ.IFZI.O,,E FCYZ.C,,4N 
TE 3DB4.M3CIH HE4Y3Z4 N324HP !CHZ O.4 U3VU OYV,4 OYN NC 
OBB4O. ZC B4I.Z3Z3CY O.4OHP rZ 3H FCDDCYB,OF4 ZC 4YFCIYZ4. 
U3VU4. MC,ID4H CS GOZ4. OSZ4. N.3,,3YV ZU.CIVU ZU4H4 N324HP 
8U3H BU4YCD4YCY GOH F,4O.,E H44Y 3Y ZU4 lM4.D3FI,3Z4l 
BE.Ce4Y3Z4 GU3FU B4.D3ZH ZU4 D3V.OZ3CY CS GOZ4. DC.4 S.44,E 
c4eF,IN3YV S.OFZI.4 C. HU4HIL HEHZ4DH- ZUOY 3Y ZU4 T3CZ3Z4 
BE.Ce4Y3Z4P !C.4 UC,4H G3,, UOM4 ZC T4 N.3,,4N 3Y ZU4 ,4HH 
B4.D4OT,4 T3CZ3Z4 BE.Ce4Y3Z4 T4SC.4 ZU4 3YS,I4YF4 CY ZUOZ 
D4N3ID FOY T4 N4Z4.D3Y4NP 8U4 ,CG MC,ID4 CS GOZ4. B.Cq
NIF4N rY Z,^4 N44B UC,4 AhA DOE BCHH3T,E UOM4 T44Y FOIH4N 
TE HE4Y3Z4 N324H 3D‘^N3YV S,CG 3Y ZUOZ O.4OP
rY FCYZ.OHZ ZC ZU4 HE4Y3Z4 N324H T,CF23YV ZU4 S,CG CS 
V.CIYNGOZ4. CZU4. N324H C. M43YH DOE OFZ OH ,CG ZC D4N3ID 
B4.D4OT3,3ZE S,CG FCYNI3ZHP 8U4 YID4.CIH ­IO.Z3 M43YH 
3Y ZU4 O.4O DOE T4 S.OFZI.4N 4YCIVU ZC O,,CG V.CIYNGOZ4. 
S,CGP 8U4 GOZ4.mFCYNIFZ3YV M43YH GCI,N YCZ T4 Y4O.,E OH 
H3VY3S3FOYZ OH ZUOZ CS ZU4 HU4O. 3CY4HP
@eF4BZ GU4.4 D3Y3YV UOH .4DCM4N ZU4 HI.SOF4 DOZ4.3O,» 
OY CM4.TI.N4Y ,OE4. FCYH3HZ3YV CS .4GC.24N V,OF3O, N4BCH3ZH 
OYN C.VOY3F DOZ4.3O, T,OY24ZH DCHZ CS ZU4 ^4OP R,ZUCIVU 
YCZ OH 4M3N4YZ 3Y 0ZINE R.4O hZ U3VU4. HZOZ3F GOZ4. ,4M4,H 
ODN O U3VU4. MC,ID4 CS GOZ4. G4.4 B.CNIF4N TE UC,4H GU4.4 
ZU4 CM4.TI.N4Y ,OE4. GOH ZU3F2P 8U4 CM4.TI.N4Y 3H ,4HH 
B4.D4OT,4 ZUOY ZU4 lM4.D3FI,3Z4^ BE.Ce4Y3Z4 OI3N OFZH OH O 
H4D3mFCYS3Y3.^ ,OE4. UC,N3YV V.CIYNGOZ4. IYN4. H4D3mFCYS3Y4N
FCYN3Z3CYHP 8U4 IBB4. BC.Z3CY CS ZU4 CM4.TI.N4Y FCYZO3YH 
Z.44 OYN HU.IT .CCZH GU3FU 3DB4N4 CM4.,OYN S,CG OYN SOF3,m 
,3ZOZ4 3YS3,Z.OZ3CY CS HI.SOF4 GOZ4.P
XCYS3Y4N ,324 FCYN3Z3CYH FOY 43,HC T4 B.CNIF4N TE O « 
B4.D4OT3,3ZE FUOYV4 G3ZU3Y ZU4 O,Z4.4NlM4.D3FI,3Z4lBE.Ce4Ym 
3Z4P 94.D4OT3,3ZE DOE T4 U3VU4. 3Y ZU4 G4OZU4.3YV S.CYZ 
GU4.4 D3F.CS.OFZI.3YV 3H B.CTOT,E ZU4 3Y3Z3O, BUEH3FO, 
4SS4FZ CS O,Z4.OZ3CY S.CD T3CZ3Z4 ZC lM4.D3FI,3Z4lP
).CIYN OYN 0I.SOF4 aOZ4. XU4D3HZ.E
).CIYN OYN HI.SOF4 GOZ4. HODB,4H G4.4 FC,,4FZ4N OZ
1
MHI.3CIH ,CFOZ3CYH 3YmZU4 D3Y4 O.4O HI3N zO3YE X.442P 8U4 
BO.OD4Z4.H OYN Z.OF4 D4ZO, 4DO,EH4H O.4 ,3HZ4N 3Y 8OT,4 hL 
044 p3VI.4 kv SC. O ,CFOZ3CY DOB CS HODB,4H A ZU.CIVU b» 
1CFOZ3CYH v OYN - 3YN3FOZ4 ZU4 GOZ4. 3H UO.N ZC M4.E UO.NP 
8U4 N4V.44 CS UO.NY4HH 3Y GOZ4. 3H TOH4N IBCY ZU4 F,OHHq
3S3FOZ3CY ,3HZ4N T4,CG 3 c8CNNoAd-'-
fO.NY4HHo DV/, OH CaCOj aOZ4. X,OHH
9 m -y
-y m Ay9 







8CZO, N3HHC,M4N HC,3NH G4.4 H3VY3S3FOYZ OZ HCD4 ,CFOq
Z3CYH TIZ G4.4 HZ3,, G4,, G3ZU3Y .4FCDD4YN4N N.3Y23YV ,3D3ZHP 
8U4 HODB,4 ZO24Y OZ ZU4 DCIZU CS XO.Y4E X.442 UON ZU4 U3VUq
4HZ G3ZU vA9 DV/,P @,4MOZ4N ZI.T3N3ZE S.CD HI.SOF4 GOZ4.
't
8CZO, 0IHB4YN4N 0C,3NHP PPP v
cDV/A-




0I,SOZ4K K K K K K K K K K K K K
cDV 0:v/r-
0B4F3S3F XCYNIFZOYF4 PPPP hd9
cD3F.CDUCH/FD-
BfK K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K




;3Z.OZ4HK K K K K K ^^P P P
P c;9hm;DV/A-
JW4,NOU, ;3Z.CV4YK K K K K K
cDV/,-














:3, Q ).4OH4o 
cD^,-
7.5 6.7 w 7.9






8OT,4 hP 0I.SOF4 OYN V.CIYNGOZ4. FU4D3FO, OYO,EH3HP
=y
34EHY SP0,I.TIT S4YRT0K KKK m
UkG18o
34EHY qR004YFIT S4YRT0K K K K r*X 
UkG1Yo
3P29RTREaK K K K K K K K K K K K  Kmv
Uf3*o
SPYBHEI K K K K K K K K K K K K K  8mKr ”
cDV SOii/1)
S,INRBRN 34.TPNEH.NI KKKK ­­9
UkRN24kD401Nko
,/K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K  XK9 K
MYP42RTIK K K K K K K K K K K K e £K*- K
UkG1Yo
34EHY 7D40,D42P0K K K K K K K 9K9pj
UkG718oe J
fRE2HEI0K K K K K K K K K K K K K 9K98
e Uf9mZfkG18o
§8IYTHDY fRE24GI.K K K K K K K 9K8
UkG1Yo
bkk4.RHK K K K K K K K K K K K K 9K8
Uf/mZfl■18o



















34EHY bY'HYR.REa H0 3H39mKK 
7DI.4Y,DEDHYIR. bY'HYR.REaK
3HYNRPkK K K K K K K K K K K K K
lHG.I0RPkK K K K K K K K K K K
34EHY /H2T.I00 H0 3H39mKKKK
H0 G,GK K K
34EHY O24.KK K K K K K K K K K K
SPYBHEIK K K K K K K K K K K K
fRE2HEI0K K K K K K K K K K K K
74EH00RPkK K K K K K K K K K
S4TRPkK)K K K K K K K K K K K K
3DY42RTIK K K K K K K K K K K K K K K-K
b20I.RNK K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K
AH2RPkK K K K K K K K K
3HTkRPkK K K K K K K K
3D24kRPkK K K K K K K K
MYP42RTIK K K K K K K K
!IHTK K K K K K K K K K
lH.GH.I0IK K K K K K K
lI2NP2a K K K K K K K K
SIYI.RPk K K K K K K K
SRYFI2K K K K K K K K K
{ R.NK K K K K K K K K K
34EHY S4YRT0K K K K K
3P29RTREa 3*K K K K K
S,INRBRN 34.TPNEH.NIK 





































#74 #96 #130 #131
Calcium 80.0 22.6 18.7 46.0 ‘
*
MagnesiVun 17.4 5.83 23.5 18.5
r
Potassium 13.0 6.0 24.5 24.5 •
:1
p3VI.4 kvP 1CFOZ3CY !OB SC. aOZ4. 
0ODB,4H Am-»





4.CH3CY FOY T4 4eB4FZ4N H4OHCYO,,EP 8U4 Bf .OYV4N S.CD 
'P- ZC tP9 GU3FU SO,,H G3ZU3Y ZU4 YC.DO, .OYV4P 8U4 FO,q
F3ID FCYZ4YZ GOH OH U3VU OH dd DV/, GU3FU 4eB,O3YH ZU4 
UO.NY4HH CS ZU4 GOZ4.P p,IC.3N4 FCYF4YZ.OZ3CYH G4.4 YCq
Z3F4OT,E U3VU 3Y HODB,4H k OYN v CS ZU4 ZO3,3YVH HEHZ4DP
8U4 C.3V3Y CS ZU4 C.4 TCNE lM4.D3FI,3Z4l DOE T4 3Yq
Z.3YH3FO,,E .4,OZ4N ZC ZU4 V.CIYNGOZ4. FU4D3HZ.E OZ ZU4 
Z3D4 CS SC.DOZ3CYP 9CZOHH3IDo DOVY4H3IDo OYN FO,F3ID G4.4 
ZU4 B.3YF3B,4 FOZ3CYH 4eFUOYV4 3Y ZU4 FCYM4.H3CY CS T3Cm 
Z3Z4 ZC lM4.D3FI,3Z4lP rZ GOH ZUIH 4HH4YZ3O, ZC OYO,E34
ZU4 FCYF4YZ.OZ3CY CS HMI.SOF4 GOZ4. OYN V.CIYNGOZ4. SC.
1
ZU4H4 FOZ3CYHP 8U4 FCYF4YZ.OZ3CYH CS ZU4H4 FOZ3CYH G4.4 
YCZ OHHID4N ZC I,Z3DOZ4,E .4M4O, ZU4 4eOFZ V.CIYNGOZ4. 
FCYN3Z3CYH OZ ZU4 Z3D4 CS SC.DOZ3CY TIZ ZU4E HUCI,N V3M4 
HCD4 3YN3FOZ3CY CS ZU4 4,4D4YZH G3ZU3Y ZU4 HI.SOF4 GOZ4. 
OYN HUO,,CG V.CIYNGOZ4.H 3Y ZU4 area.. R SI.ZU4. N3HFIHq
H3CY CS FO,F3IDo BCZOHH3IDo HDN DOVY4H3ID FCYF4YZ.OZ3CYH? 
OYN ZU43. 4SS4FZ CY V.CIYNGOZ4. 3YNIF4N G4OZU4.3YV G3,, 
T4 DON4 ,OZ4. 3Y ZU3H ZU4H3HP
▼ R
)z:(;*aR8@z {@z0(0 f\*z:8f@z!R1 )@;@0r0 :9 {@z!rX(1r8@ 
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F3DD AET3K3ET3EZ 4R ZI3 AO4E F4EZ3EZ 4R ZI3 K.O3EZ MAF.H 
YI3 3rFI.EL3 4R V 1G •L .ET Pb■ O3Z.AED FI.OL3 1.2.EF3 
.ET .RR3FZD ZI3 AEZ3O2.G3O DZOCFZCO3 4E2GH ■rAT.ZA4E 
M.G 4FFCO 1CZ AD O3L.OT3T .D . D3K.O.Z3 O3.FZA4EH
0Z I
DZ.1A2AZG DZCTA3D 4R f3OMAFC2AZ3 fAET3O IGTO4ZI3OM.2 
F4ETAZA4ED 0.D CET3OZ.l3E 1G -4G .ET -4M4 XBVqJo' 814f3 
-kk­a ZI3G R4CET . O3TADZOAZC1A4E 4R •L AE ZI3 f3OMAFC2AZ3 
2.G3OD .ET . tFI24OAZ3U2Al3t MAE3O.2 0.D R4OM3TH ­Z 0.D 
ZI3O3R4O3 F23.O Z4 -4G .ET -4M4 ZI.Z f3OMAFC2AZ3 F4C2T 
E4Z I.f3 R4OM3T 3f3E AE . MA2T IGTO4ZI3OM.2 3EfAO4EM3EZ 
XKO41.12G E4Z .14f3 bkk­ao .ET MCDZ I.f3 133E T3OAf3T 1G 
. 240 Z3MK3O.ZCO3 O3.FZA4EH 822 ZI3 D.MK23D .E.2GN3T 1G 
-4G .ET -4M4 03O3 IALI AE AO4E .ET ZI3G DZ.Z3 ZI.Z E4 
0322U.CZI3EZAF.Z3T F.D3 4R ZOC3 KI24L4KAZ3 X93URO33 1A4ZAZ3o 
03.ZI3AOAEL Z4 f3OMAFC2AZ3 AD lE40EH YI3GS 2Al3 yOfAE3OS 
132A3f3T ZI3 f3OMAFC,AN.ZA4E KO4F3DD AD RO4M ZI3 23.FIAEL 
H 4R V' .ET 4rAT.ZA4E 4R k3,^'z S 1CZ .2D4 132A3f3T M.LE3DACM 
MALO.Z3T RO4M .E 4FZ.I3TO.2 K4DAZA4E Z4 .E AEZ3O2.G3O 
K4DAZA4EH
YI3 9A11G T3K4DAZ AE K.OZAFC2.O 0.D ZI3 DC1j3FZ 4R 
J.DD3ZZ^D XBVqVo 04OlH J.DD3ZZ RCOZI3O3T J.ODI.T^D XBV,eo 
A4E 3rFI.EL3 O3D3.OFI .ET DI403T ZI.Z f3OMAFC2AZ3 F.E 13 
KO4TCF3T 1G K2.FAEL 1A4ZAZ3 AE D42CZA4ED 4R HkkB M42.O 
•La2b 4O a.a2b H PAD A4E 3rFI.EL3 3rK3OAM3EZD .2D4 DI403T 
V RAr.ZA4E Z.l3D K2.F3 0I3E ZI3 V F4EF3EZO.ZA4E 3rF33TD Hkm
J
M42.COS 3f3E 0I3E ZI3 •L F4EF3EZO.ZA4E AD B M42.O .ET ZI3 
Z3MK3O.ZCO3 AD Bkk­aH J.DD3ZZ 0.D CEDCFF3DDRC2 AE KO4TCFd
AEL IGTO41A4ZAZ3 1G AMM3ODA4E AE M.LE3DACM .ET F.2FACM 
D42CZA4ED 1CZ TAT KO4TCF3 . F4KK3O IGTO41A4ZAZ3 AE M42DCO 
FCKOAF FI24OAT3 .Z Bkk­a R4O Bkk I4CODH YI3 M3FI.EADM
4RR3O3T 1G J.DD3ZZ R4O ZI3 R4OM.ZA4E 4R ZI3 2A2 AEZ3ODZO.d
ZARAF.ZA4E 0.D ZI3 .2Z3O.ZA4E 4R 03.l .ET DZO4EL 14ETD 
13Z033E ZI3 2.G3OD F.CD3T 1G . D323FZAf3 3rFI.EL3 R4O V 
1G •L .ET a.H J.DD3ZZ .2D4 K4DZC2.Z3T .Z ZI3 9A11G T3d
K4DAZ ZI.Z 1A4ZAZ3 0.D R4OM3T RO4M .CLAZ3 .Z ZI3 ZAM3 4R 
ZI3 AEZOCDA4E 4R ZI3 DG3EAZ3 TAl3DH P3 ZI4CLIZ 1A4ZAZ3 
.2Z3O3T Z4 IGTO41A4ZAZ3 .ET f3OMAFC2AZ3 1G DCK3OL3E3 D42d
CZA4EDH
J43ZZFI3O XBV88o F4EF2CT3T RO4M IAD A4E 3rFI.EL3 .ET 
IGTO4ZI3OM.2 3rK3OAM3EZ ZI.Z ZI3 M.rAMCM CKK3O 2AMAZ 4R 
DZ.1A2AZG 4R f3OMAFC2AZ3 AD .14CZ -qk­a RO4M 2UqV1 kPb■H 
J43ZZFI3O XBV88o DCLL3DZ3T ZI.Z IAD .ET KO3fA4CD A4E 3rU 
^ FI.EL3 3rK3OAM3EZD .O3 TADDAMA2.O Z4 KO4F3DD3D ZI.Z R4OM3T 
E.ZCO.2 f3OMAFC2AZ3H P3 K4AEZD 4CZ E.ZCO.2 f3OMAFC2AZ3D 
I.f3 93,,W 93,, 0IAFI 0.D E4Z 41D3Of3T AE ZI3 KO3fA4CD 
3rK3OAM3EZDH ­E 3rK3OAM3EZ.2 .LO33M3EZ 0AZI -4G .ET -4M4^D 
K4DZC2.ZA4E ZI.Z •L A4ED MALO.Z3 RO4M ZI3 4FZ.I3TO.2 2.G3O 
Z4 ZI3 AEZ3O2.G3OS I3 DCLL3DZD ZI.Z 23.FIAEL 4R .ET 
4rAT.ZA4E 4R R3OO4CD A4ED O3R23FZ ZI3 E.ZCO.2 .2Z3O.ZA4E 
M4O3 F24D32G ZI.E DAMK23 O3K2.F3M3EZ 4R VS J43ZZFI3O 
XBV88o 0.D CEDCFF3DDRC2 AE KO4TCFAEL . IGTO41A4ZAZ3 .ET 
K4AEZ3T 4CZ ZI3 F4KK3O IGTO41A4ZAZ3 KO4TCF3T 1G J.DD3ZZ 
(1959) F4EZ.AED ■P A4ED O.ZI3O ZI.E Pb■ AE ZI3 AEZ3O2.G3O 
K4DAZA4E .MT 04C2T ZICD O3D3M123 FI24OAZ3 M4O3 ZI.E f3OMAFd
C2AZ3H
PGTO41A4ZAZ3 .ET f3OMAFC2AZ3 03O3 KO4TCF3T 1G 03.l
▼ i
.ET DZO4EL M.LE3DACM DC2R.Z3 D42CZA4ED XP1T. .ET P44TS BVJboH 
P4T. .ET P44T F4EF2CT3T RO4M ZI3AO A4E 3rFI.EL3 3rK3OAM3EZD 
ZI.Z 93 OAFI MAF.D Z3ET Z4 R4OM 2A2 MAr3T 2.G3O DZOCFZCO3D 
AE 03.l D42CZA4ED 0I3O3.D M.LE3DACM OAFI 1A4ZAZ3D .ET KI24U 
L4KAZ3D .2Z3O.ZA4E .2Z3O Z4 f3OMAFC2AZ3H ­Z AD ZICD F4Ed
F2CT3T 1G ZI3 0OAZ3O ZI.Z 93 R.f4OD ZI3 1A4ZAZ3 .2Z3O.ZA4E
Z4 IGTO41A4ZAZ3H 8D 3fAT3EF3 R4O ZIAD F4EF2CDA4E 9.OM3O
N13
.ET (A2D4E XBVJko 132A3f3 4rAT.ZA4E 4R 93 4E 3AZI3O DAT3 
4R ZI3 IGTO.Z3T AEZ3O2.G3O 04C2T 23.T Z4 DZO4EL3O O3Z3EZA4E 
AE .2Z3OE.ZAEL 2.G3OD R.f4OAEL ZI3 R4OM.ZA4E 4R IGTO41A4ZAZ3H 
PGTO41A4ZAZ3 AD ZI4CLIZ 1G yA2l3D .ET vCTTIAKO.l.M XBVJVo 
Z4 13 03.ZI3OAEL KO4TCFZ 4R 1A4ZAZ3 AE D4CZI03DZ3OE 8CDZO.2A.S 
1CZ ZI3G .2D4 132A3f3 1A4ZAZ3 03.ZI3OAEL AD F23.O2G M4O3 
F4MK23r ZI.E 2.14O.Z4OG 3rK3OAM3EZD O3f3.2H YI3G K4AEZ 4CZ 
ZI.Z 0IA23 AE 2.14O.Z4OG 3rK3OAM3EZD 1A4ZAZ3 .2Z3OD Z4 
f3OMAFC2AZ3 4O MAr3T 2.G3O F2.G MAE3O.2DS ZI3 KO4TCFZD 4R 
E.ZCO.2 03.ZI3OAEL M.G .2D4 13 l.42AEAZ3S I.224GDAZ3S 
A22AZ3S DM3FZAZ3S FI24OAZ3S .ET D3D6CA4rAT3DH
kO3D3EZ vZCTA3D 4R t/3OMAFC2AZ3t y3E3DAD 
y34FI3MADZOG
(AZI ZI3 M.j4OAZG 4R 2AZ3O.ZCO3 R.f4OAEL . 03.ZId
3OAEL 3EfA4MM3EZ R4O ZI3 L3E3DAD 4R tf3OMAFC2AZ3tS FI3MAF.2 
.E.2GD3D .ET 323FZO4E MAFO4DF4KG 23.FIAEL DZCTA3D 03O3 CEd
T3OZ.l3EH YIO33 D.MK23D RO4M Z04 DI.2240 TOA22 I423D 3.FI 
XJ8 .ET Bkbo .MT DAr D.MK23D RO4M . T33K I423 XB-ko 03O3 




ZI3 K3OM3.123 DCOR.F3 N4E3 I.T Z.l3E K2.F3S ZI3E . F4OO32.d
ZA4E 13Z033E T3KZI .ET A4E F4EF3EZO.ZA4E MALIZ 13 D33E AE 
ZI3D3 I423DH
94O F4MK.OAD4E 4R ZI3 4rAT3 F4EF3EZO.ZA4E 4R f3OMATCU 
2AZ3S IGTO41A4ZAZ3S .ET 1A4ZAZ3 RO4M DCOR.F3 4CZFO4KDS 
O3R3O3EF3 AD M.T3 Z4 Y.123 mH 9O4M ZI3 Z.123S ZI3 R42240d
AEL F4MK.OAD4ED .O3 M.T3 13Z033E f3OMAFC2AZ3 pCAT 1A4ZAZ3A 
v­■bH 8­b■-S .ET Z4Z.2 93 .O3 E4Z DALEARAF.EZ2G TARR3O3EZ 
13Z033E ZI3 Z04H YI3 TARR3O3EF3D AE •L■ DCO3 DM.A22 0I3E 
F.2FC2.Z3T Pb■ .ET Vb■ RO33H c.bk AD .1D3EZ AE ZI3 f3OMAFCU 
2AZ3A •F9.CLI2AE XBVqqo O3K4OZD c. AD O3.TA2G O3M4f3T 
TCOAEL 23.FIAELH YI3^33 AD . DALEARAF.EZ AEFO3.D3 AE Vb■ 
RO4M f3OMAFCAZ3 Z4 1A4ZAZ3H 93 I.D 133E F4Ef3OZ3T Z4 ZI3 
R3OOAF DZ.Z3S 1CZ Z4Z.2 93 O3M.AED .14CZ ZI3 D.M3H YI3 
O32.ZA4EDIAK 13Z033E IGTO41A4ZAZ3 .ET 1A4ZAZ3 AD 23DD F23.OS 
1CZ ZI3 R42240AEL AER3O3EF3D .O3 M.T3A Vb■ F4EF3EZO.ZA4E AD 
23DD ZI.E I.2R AE ZI3 IGTO41A4ZAZ3S c.bk AD F4EDAT3O.12G 
IALI3O AE ZI3 IGTO41A4ZAZ3 0I3E F4MK.O3T Z4 ZI3 Vb■ F4EU H 
F3EZO.ZA4ES a.■ AD IALI3O AE IGTO41A4ZAZ3 ZI.E AE ZI3 f3Od
MAFC2AZ3 .ET 1A4ZAZ3 F4M1AE3TS .ET ZI3 4rAT.ZA4E DZ.Z3 4R 
IGTO41A4ZAZ3 AD IALI3O ZI.E AE 1A4ZAZ3H ?
YI3 ZIO33 D.MK23D RO4M I423 Bkb 03O3 Z.l3E RO4M T3KZID 
4R BkUbk R33ZS B-kUBmk R33ZS .ET BJkUBJq R33ZH JA4ZAZ3 
KGO4r3EAZ3 AD .Z BBk R33Z .ET ZI3 DZ.ZAF 0.Z3O 23f32 AD 
AEZ3OK42.Z3T RO4M DCOO4CETAEL I423D Z4 13 .Z eq R33ZH
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Si02 36*77 38*63 39*10
AI2O3 11*60 13*08 13*30
Ti02 , 1*02 .1*55 1*21
Cr203 0*27 0*23 0*25
^®2^3 8* 19 2*50 2*56
PeO 0*98 8*75 7*23
NiO 0*01 0 * 02’ 0*02
MnO 0*08 0*l4 0*10
MgO 20*04$ 19*94 21*55
CaO U94 0*18 0* 12
SrO ‘ 0*01 • 0*005 0*005
BaO 0*19 0*45 0*35
Na20 0* 12 0*26 0*23
K2O 3*84 10*00 • 10*05
Rb20 0*0158 0*04 0*03
C82O 0*00050 — —- '
H2O+ • 6 *69 3*52 3*74
H2O- 7*80 0*30 o*o6‘
P2O5 0*06 0*06 0*00
f




Total 99*81 99*83 100*08
Table 4 (continued)
eV
XD33 9ALCO3 b8 R4O ZI3 l3GoH
YI3 FIA3R TADDAMA2.OAZA3D AE A4E F4EF3EZO.ZA4E AE 
I423 Bkb .O3 D33E AE ZI3 VS a.S .ET k3 K3.lDH V F4EF3Ed
ZO.ZA4E AEFO3.D3D DALEARAF.EZ2G T40E ZI3 I423S F4OO3DK4ETd
AEL Z4 . IALI3O MAE3O.2 F4EZ3EZ 4R IA4ZAZ3 AE ZI3 1A4ZAZ3 
KGO4r3EAZ3H YI3 IALI3DZ F4EF3EZO.ZA4E 4R a. 0.D R4CET 
AE ZI3 T33K3DZ D.MK23H 8FF4OTAEL Z4 Y.123 mS ZIAD 04C2T 
F4OO3DK4ET Z4 . K2.ZG MAE3O.2 .DD3M12.L3 IALI3DZ AE IGTO4U 
1A4ZAZ3H YI3 D3F4ET IALI3DZ a. F4EZ3EZ 0.D AE ZI3 E3.O 
DCOR.F3 D.MK23 0I3O3 ZI3 IALI3DZ 6C.2AZG 4R tf3OMAFC2AZ3tz
0.D R4CETH 82ZI4CLI Z4Z.2 AO4E DI4C2T 13 D■M4DZ F4EDZ.EZS 
4
ZI3O3 0.D . T3FO3.D3',E AO4E AE ZI3 T33K3DZ D.MK23H ­Z 
AD ZICD K4DZC2.Z3TS ZI.Z a. O3K2.F3T 93 A4ED AE ZIAD 
D.MK23H
YI3 1A4ZAZ3 KGO4r3EAZ3 AE I423 38 AD f3OG DI.2240 
X.KKO4rAM.Z32G mk R33ZoH YI3 DM.22 f3OMAFC2AZ3 KGO4r3EAZ3 
AEZ3Of.2 0.D O3R23FZ3T AE ZI3 323FZO4E MAFO4DF4K3 O3DC2ZDH 
9ALfAO3 be DI40D E4 TADDAMA2.OAZG 3rADZ3T 13Z033E DMG 4R 
ZI3 A4EDH YI3 IALI V F4EF3EZO.ZA4E 23.TD ZI3 .CZI4O Z4 
132A3f3 .22 ZI3 K2.ZG MAE3O.2D 03O3 4R ROA.123 4O K44O
6C.2AZGH )
J
YI3 1A4ZAZ3 KGO4r3EAZ3 F4EZ.FZ AE I423 B-k 0.D .Z . 
T3KZI 4R bq R33ZH 9ALfAO3D bV .ET -k DI40 ZI3 323FZO4E 
MAFO4DF4K3 O3DC2ZD R4O ZI3 DAr D.MK23D Z.l3E .Z AEZ3Of.2D 
4R kUBk R33ZS mkUqk R33ZS BmkUBqk R33ZS mkkUmBk R33ZS 38kU 




















































D.MK23D 03O3 .2D4 M.T3 DMT ZI3 O3DC2ZD DCO3 DI40E AE Y.123 
qH YI3 LO3.Z3DZ E4ZAF.123 FI.EL3 AE A4E F4EF3EZO.ZA4E 
0.D ZI3 AEFO3.D3 AE VH YI3O3 0.D .2D4 . D2ALIZ AEFO3.D3 
AE vAH J4ZI ZI3D3 FI.EL3D .O3 .2D4 D33E AE Y.123 qH 
J3F.CD3 Z4Z.2 A4E F4EF3EZO.ZA4E 0.D 4E2G VkH-V, AE ZI3 
kUBk R33Z D.MK23S VH8Ge AD .KKO4rAM.Z3T .D ZI3 0.Z3O 
F4EZ3EZH vAMA2.O2G F.2FC2.Z3TS ZI3 0.Z3O F4EZ3EZD R4O 
ZI3 O3M.AEAEL I423D 03O3 F4EDAT3O.123 23DD .D 04C2T 13 
3rK3FZ3TH
PGTO4FI3MADZOG
Y4 AEZO4TCF3 YA32T 3fAT3EF3 Z4 DCKK4OZ ZI3 KO3d
fA4CD2G TADFCDD3T 2.14O.Z4OG O3DC2ZD 4R yOCE3O XBV-,oA 
J.ODI.T XBV,eoS -4G .ET -4M4 XBVqJoH J.DD3ZZ XBVqVoH 
J43ZZFI3O XBV88oS P4T. .ET P44T XBVJboS 3ZFHS ZI3 .CZI4O 
Z44l LO4CET0.Z3O D.MK23D RO4M R4CO TARR3O3EZ 24F.ZA4ED 
AE ZI3 MAE3 .O3. XI423D B-kSB-BHJmSVJoH YI3 D.MK23D 
03O3 .E.2GN3T R4O VS •LS a. 13F.CD3 ZI3G 03O3 ZI3 KOAEFAK.2 
A4ED CD3T 1G ZI3 .14f3 O3D3.OFI3OD AE ZI3AO A4EAF .2Z3Od
.ZA4E D42CZA4EDH YI3 O3DC2ZD 4R ZI3 .E.2GDADS .24EL 
0AZI ZI4D3 RCOEADI3T 1G MAE3 K3OD4EE32S I.f3 133E 2ADZ3T
j
KO3fA4CD2G AE Y.123 -'
c4E3 4R ZI3 K4Z.DDACM F4EF3EZO.ZA4ED 3rF33T3T ZI3 
RAr.ZA4E 23f32 4R Bq8m ML?2 XHkm M42.OoS F23.O2G AEd
TAF.ZAEL ZI3O3 AD KO3D3EZ2G E4 AEIA1AZAEL 3RR3FZD 4E 
ZI3 .2Z3O.ZA4E 4R 1A4ZAZ3 Z4 IGTO41A4ZAZ3 4O f3OMAFC2AZ3H




A3r1 831r2 pJ1r2 O8a •*■ -8a
H % % %
rDBr ^5.5 BBNB lNB NGG BCN1 .5^
,rDCr 19.5 B1N1 GN NCl B9NC BNBk
B,rDBCr 51.5 BBNB lN2 Nl9 BkN, Nk
,rrD,Br ,lN BBN B lN N 1.51 BCN1 .59
krrDkkr CrN BBNk GN, .53 BCNk NGk
lGrDGrr ,9NC BrNG lNk BN22 BCN1 NRek




98 z.1r2 81r ”c■ c3r1
j
­­m ­­m % I N It %
rDBr I 112rN ,rGN 7.9 Nr9 BN
,rDCr 191r R,N BBNB Nr9 BNrC
B,rDBCr 1r,rN 1G1 BrNG I .07 BNrB
,rrD,Br 12rr ,,CN BrN1 Nr9 NGC
k9rDkkr 1GCrN 277. 11.3 .07 BNrl
2GrDGrr 1,Cr 2r9N BrNk Nr9 N NG9
cLdMY CN OoYTKULM 8bLMf■K■ h* khMY B2rN
9COZI3OM4O3S ZI3 2403DZ F4EF3EZO.ZA4E T3Z3OMAE3T Z4 KO4d
TCF3 f3OMAFC2AZ3 AE ZI3 2.14O.Z4OG 0.D . HkkB M42.O 
XbmH- ML?Bo D42CZA4E 4R •La2b H 822 ZI3 F4EF3EZO.ZA4ED 
4R J£L AE Y.123 - .O3 23DD ZI.E bmH- ML?2S AETAF.ZAEL ZI.Zz 
.Z 23.DZ D4M3 4R ZI3 AEZ3O2.G3O •L AE tf3OMAFC2AZ3t 
MCDZ I.f3 MALO.Z3T RO4M ZI3 4FZ.I3TODTH DAZ3DS .D 0.D 
K4DZC2.Z3T 1G -4G .ET -4M4 XBVqJoH YI3 AT3. 4R •L 0.D 
MALO.ZA4E AD .E AMK4OZ.EZ F4EF3KZ 13F.CD3 . 2.OL3 D4COF3 
4R •L 0.D . D3OA4CD KO4123M 0I3O3 D4M3 03.ZI3OAEL 4OALAED 
I.f3 133E KO4K4D3T XJ43ZZFI3O BV88oH
­E L3E3O.2S LO4CET0.Z3OD RO4M M.RAF .ET C2ZO.M.RAF
t
O4FlDS LE3ADD3D .ET DFRRADZDS .ET T424MAZ3D R.f4O ZI3 
03.ZI3OAEL D.Z3O.ZA4E 4R 1A4ZAZ3 Z4 tf3OMAFC2AZ3tH YGKAF.2 
M.LE3DACM .MT K4Z.DDACM F4EZ3EZD 4R LO4CET0.Z3OD RO4M ZI3 
.14f3 O4Fl ZGK3D .ET LO.EAZ3 4O3 LAf3E AE Y.123 '8H yO4CETU 
0.Z3OD RO4M M.RAF .ET C2ZO.M.RAF O4FlD .ET T424MAZ3D I.f3 
IALI M.LE3DACM F4EZ3EZDS 1CZ 2AZZ23 K4Z.DDACMH yO.EAZ3D 
GA32T 0.Z3OD ZI.Z I.f3 240 M.LE3DACM .ET IALI K4Z.DDACM 
F4EZ3EZDH yO4CET0.Z3OD RO4M LE3ADD3D .AET DFIADZD I.f3 
F4EF3EZO.ZA4ED AE 13Z033E ZI3D3 3rZO3M3D 0AZI M4T3O.Z3 
M.LE3DACM .ET K4Z.DDACM F4EZ3EZD XP4T. .ET P44TS BVJ8oH
­Z M.G 13 O3F.223T ZI.Z E3.O2G .22 tf3OMAFC2AZ3t T3K4DAZD 
4FFCO AE M.RAF .MT C2ZO.M.ARAF O4FlD .ET AE LE3ADD3D .MT 
DFIADZDH pf3E AE D3f3O3 03.ZI3OAEL 4R LO.EAZ3S 1A4ZAZ3 
T43D E4Z F4MM4E2G .2Z3O Z4 tf3OMAFC2AZ3tH
(I3E P4T. .ET P44T XBVJ8o K24ZZ3T ZI3 .f3O.L3 LO4CETU

0.Z3O F4EZ3EZD 4R K4Z.DDACM 3CAT M.LE3DACM 4E ZI3AO DZ.1Ad
2AZG TA.LO.MS M.RAFS C2ZO.M.RAFDS LE3ADD3DS DFIADZD .CAT 
T424MAZ3D K24ZZ3T AE ZI3 RA32T 4R 3.DA2G .2Z3OAEL MAF.DS 
0IA23 LO4CET0.Z3OD RO4M LO.EAZAF O4FlDS K24ZZ3T AE ZI3 
MAF. RA32TH YICDS AZ MCDZ 13 F4EF2CT3T ZI.Z 3f3E ZI4CLI 
. D4COF3 4R JAL AD E4Z O36CAO3T Z4 KO4TCF3 tf3OMAFC2AZ3t 
AE ZI3 2.14O.Z4OGH JAL OAFI 3EfAO4EM3EZD T3RAEAZ32G R.f4OD 
f3OMAFC2AZ3H
8D . 04OT 4R F.CZA4ES AZ MCDZ 13 O3M3M13O3T ZI.Z ZI3 
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8MtYbJ ▼NONJ BGC2( ­of■Kh•FLVof Lbt •MLUKLM •YhMh•f h* 
▼Y■PYFb mhbPLSKL Lbt 8t6LUYbP 8FYL■ K ^N AN zYhMN
ASFHYf ­Fh*N ­LVYF 12BJ BGB VN
9YYFJ XN­NJ 3G9r zYhMh•f h* PoY cohTV■hb XLjY■ -hFPo/Y■P
BCDTKbSPY •FLtFLb•MYN -hFPo/Y■P mhbPLbL K mN2N coY■K■J 
^bKHYF■KPf h* mL■■LUoS■YPP■J 8ToYF■PN
9LF■oLtJ 3NJ BG,lJ -YFTKUSMKPY Lbt KPZ■ FYMLPKhb Ph dKhPKPY 
L■ FYHYLMYt df dL■Y Y?UoLb•Y FYLUPKhbJ ?DFLf ■TLMf■Y■J 
tK**YFYbPKLM PoYFTLM USFHY■J Lbt /LPYF UhbPYbP K 8mN
mKbYFhMh•K■PJ -N 22N ­( 9CCD9klN
4
9L■■YPPJ ▼N8NJ BGCGN aFK•Kb h* PoY HYFTKUSMKPY tYVh■KP LP 
XKddfJ mhbPLbLK 8mN mKbYFLMh•K■P6 HN,,J VN 1l1D1GGN
9hYPPUoYFJ 8NXNJ BG92N zYhMh•f Lbt VYPFhMh•f h* PoY .LKbf 
OFYYj 3bPFS■KHY bYLSe XKddfJ mhbPLbL qmNAN PoY■K■V K 
coY ­Ybb■fMHLbKL APLPY ^bKHYF■KPf WYVPJ h* zYhMN Lbt 
zYhVof■KU■J kr VN
’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ J BG99LJ coY .LKbf OFYYj 3•bYhS■ OhTVMY?
bYLSF XKddfJ mhbPLbL q­oN WN PoY■K■V K coY ­Ybb■fMHLbKL 
APLPY ^bKHYF■KPf WYVPJ h* zYhMN LTt zYhVof■KU■J BCC ­e
BG99dJ -YFTKUSMKPYJ oftFhdKhPKPYJ LTt dKhPKPY
Kb PoY .LKbf OFYYj 3•bYhS■ OhTVMY? bYLF XKddfJ mhbPLbL B 
OMLf mKbYFLM■J -N9JVN 1l2D1G9N
’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ J BG9kJ coY .LKbf OFYYj LMjLMKbYDSMPFLTL*KU
K•bYhS■ UhTVMY? bYLSF XKddfJ mhbPLTLN 3N SMPFLSbL*KU 
FhUj■ Lbt *YbKPY B 7hSFN zYhMh•fJ -N kCN -tN CJ
VN 526-553.
9hHLf Jb•KbYYF■J BGkBN kftFhMh•f .YVhFP .LKbf OFYYj WFLKbL•Y 
9L■Kb XKddfJ mhbPLTL B SbVSdMK■oYt Ohb■SMPKb• .YVhFPJ
l VN
9S■oJ 8NXNJ BGk9J -YFTKUSMKPY Kb PoY ^bKPYt APLPY■J Kb 
JMYHYbPo 3btS■PFKLM mKbYFLM■ phFST B AVYUN ­SdMN 
mhbPLTL 9SFN mKbY■ zYhMNJ -hN k, N VN B,CDBCCN
w
pFYY*YJ .N8NJ Lbt OoYFFfJ 7N8NJ BGkGJ z.a^FV▼8cJ.N ­FYbPKUYD 
kLMMJ 3bUNJ Jb•MY/hht OMK**■J -N7NJ 9r, VN
zKMjY■J .N7N Lbt ASttoKVFLjLTJ 8bUoLMYYJ BGkGJ 9KhPKPY 
LMPYFLPKhb Kb tYYVMf /YLPoYFYt •FLbKPYN 3N mhFVoh”
Mh•KULMJ Lbt UoYTKULM VFhVYFPKY■K OMLf■ Lbt OMLf 
mKbYFLM■J -N 1kJ -hN CJ VN 2RGD29rN
zhFLb■hbJ .N▼NJ BG1kJ 8Y•KFKPY *FhT XKddfJ mhbPLbLK 8TN 
mKbYFLMh•K■PJ -N B1J VN 2kD2GN
zFSbYFJ 7N▼NJ BG2,J coY ■PFSUPSFY h* HYFTKUSMKPY■ Lbt PoYKF 
UhMMLV■Y df tYoftFLPKhbK 8TN mKbYFLMh•K■PJ HN BGJ 
VN CCkDCkCN
kLFtKb•DXL/■hb 8■■hUKLPY■J BGk,J .YVhFP AhKM 3bHY■PK•LPKhb 
qVLFP 1 V ­FhVh■Yt mKbY ▼L■PY WK■Vh■LMJ VoL■Y■ B 
PoFhS•o 2 XKddfJ mhbPLbL K SbVSdMK■oYt Uhb■SMPKb• 
FYVhFPJ 1kZVN
khtLJ AN-N Lbt khhtJ ▼NONJ BGk1J XLdhFLPhFf LMPYFLPKhb h* 
PFKhUPLoYtFLM TKUL■ K OMLf■ Lbt OMLf mKbYFLM■J -N 1rJ
N VN 2,2D2Cl N
kSbPYFJ ONJNJ BG,GJ -YFTKUSMKPY h* PoY AhSPoYL■PYFb APLPY■ B 
AfTVh■KST hb mKbYFLM .Y■hSFUY■ h* PoY AhSPoYL■PYFb 
^bKPYt APLPY■J YtKPYt df pNzN AbftYFJ ­FhUYYtKb•■J
VN B1rDB1kN
kHhF■MYHJ mN7NJ BGCBJ cKTY ML• Lbt ■hKM VYFTYLdKMKPf Kb 
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mhbPLbL 9SFN mKbY■ Lbt zYhMN 9SMMN BkJ ,GVN
7hob■J ▼NmNJ BGkrJ zYhMh•f Lbt mKbYFLM tYVh■KP■ h* XKbUhMb 
Lbt pMLPoYLt OhSbPKY■J mhbPLbL B mhbPLbL 9SFYLS h* 
mKbY■ Lbt zYhMh•fJ 9SMM kGJ VN B,9DB,GN
8FS■YTLbJ zN­NJ Lbt WY .KttYFJ -N8NJ BGk9J 8bLMf■K■ Lbt 
JHLMSLPKhb h* ­?KTVKb• cY■P WLPLN 3bPYFbLPKhbLM 
3b■PKPSPY *hF MLbt .YUMLTLPKhb Lbt 3TVFhHYTYbP 
▼L•YbKb•Yb PoY -YPoYFMLbt■J 1rrVN
8S6L/LJ .N7NJ BG,1J mKbYFLMh•f Lbt •YbY■K■ h* PoY HYFTKUS”
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9C9N
XLF■YbJ JNANJ Lbt kSbPJ ▼NpNJ BGB2J c/h -LbLtK*YFhS■ 
8Y•KFKPY■ *FhT XKddfJ mhbPLbL K 8TN 7hSFN AUKNJ
-N Bl9J VN 1lGD1G9N
XYK•oPhbJ pN9NJ BG9§J zhMt 9SPPY -YFTKUSMKPY tYVh■KP■J
OMLFj OhSbPfJ -YHLtL K -YHLtL 9SFYLS h* mKbY■J
.YVhFP B9J Bl VN
mU▼ohFPYFJ WN9NJ Lbt ASbLtLJ WN8NJ BGkkJ zFhSbtD▼LPYF
kftFhMh•f Lbt kftFLSMKU■N ▼LPYF .Y■hSFUY■ ­SdMKULPKhb■J 
pPN OhMMKb■J OhNJ 1Gr VN
­LMLdhFL mKbKb• OhTVYSKf XKTKPYt mKbY zYhMh•KULM YTt mKbYFLMD 
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XKddfJ mhbPLbL K ^NAN zYhMN ASFHYFf 9SMMNJ laCD9J
VN BkD1GN
­YFFfJ JNANJ BG,lJ cLMUJ •FLVoKPYJ HYFTKUSMKPYJ Lbt L■dY■Ph■ 
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coYK■J ON-NJ BG2CJ coY .YMLPKhb 9YP/YYb PoY Xh/YFKb• h* 
PoY ­KY*hTYPFKU ASF*LUY Lbt PoY .LPY Lbt WSFLPKhb h* 
WK■UoLF•Y h* L /YMM ^■Kb• zFhSbt/LPYF APhFL•Y B 
cFLb■N 8TN zYhVof■N ^bKhbJ HN B9J VN CBGDC1, N
chttJ WN8NJ Lbt mU-SMPfJ WNJNaNJ BGk9J ­hMMSPYt zFhSbt/LPYF K 
▼LPYF 3b*hFTLPKhb OYbPYFJ ­hFP ▼L■oKb•PhbJ -N­NN
^NANzNANJ BGl1J SbVSdMK■oYt FYVhFPJ KbtKHKhSLM ■LTVMY FSb 
*hF ▼N.N zFLUY Lbt OhNJ WYbHYFJ OhMhFLthN
▼LoFoL*PK•J ONJ BG9CJ APYVVYt PhVh•FLVof h* PoY AhSPoYFb
AKYFFL -YHLtLJ OLNJ B zNANAN 9SMMNJ HNk9J VN 339CD33GrN
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h* VhPL■■KST »*K?LPKhb» df Y?VLbtLdMY UMLf TKbYFLM■ 
tYFKHYt *FhT TS■UhHKPYJ dKhPKPYJ UoMhFKPYJ Lbt HhMULSKKU 
TLPYFKLM K 8TN mKbYFLMh•K■PJ HN ,2J VN l2GDl9BN
▼YYjY■J WNONJ BGlBJ zYhMh•f LSKt ­YPFhMh•f h* PoY .LKbf
OFYYj 3•bYhS■ OhTVMY? bYLF XKddfJ mhbPLbL qmNAN PoY■K■VK 
mhbPLbL OhMMY•Y h* mKbYFLM AUKYbUY Lbt cYUobhMh•f WYVPJ 
h* zYhMh•KULM Jb•KbYYFKb•J C2 VN
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